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LONG DEADLOCK IS BROKEN WHEN

STATES

ILLS

AND ANDREWS WITHDRAW
GIVES ROCK

ENDORSEMENT

REBELS

TO TAFT

ISLAND

SCENE

IS TARIFF

OF

BOARD'S

THEORY NOT

RIOT

SOUND

TROOPS GIVE UP THE STATE CONVENTION VOTES THREE KILLED AND NINE INJURATTEMPT TO TAKE JIMENEZ
ED IN STREET FIGHT IN IL- MEN
DOWN
ROOSEVELT
AND ARE RETREATING
LINOIS TOWN
THREE TO ONE

GOVERNMENT

-

SO

STATES REPORT OF MAJORrTY
MEMBERS

OF WAYS AND
MEANS COMMITTEE.

4

4- -

FORMER DELEGATE AND FORMER
GOVERNOR AGREED TO WITHDRAW FROM RACE

CITY EDITION.

IN BATTLE BY

SENATE

AMD WILDEST ENTHUSIASM

NIGHT

MARCH 27,

1912.

FEDERALS ROUTED COLORADO

CATRON AND FALL ELECTED

AGREEMENT LAST

THE OFFICIAL VOTE
Santa Fe, N. M., March 27.
On the eighth consecutive bal- lot A. B. Fall and Thomas Ben- ton Catron were elected today
to the United States senate
by the New Mexico legislature.
The vote wan as follows:
Republicans
A. B. Fall
T. B. Catron
L. Bradford Prince

39
38

O. A. Uirrazolo
Eugenlo Romero
William J, Mills
.lose D. Sena
Democrats
Felix Martinez
A. A. Jones
Progressive Republicans
Herbert J. Hagerman
W. ft. Gillenwater

BRIBERY HEARING
f

STILL DRAGGING

4
4

CAMPA MARCHES ON PARRAL

COLONEL'S SUPPORT IS ACTIVE OFFICERS

HIS ARMY MAY ENGAGE GENERAL SOTO, WHOSE
LOYALTY

DELEGATIONS

IS WABBLING

f
4

ALONG

4-

MADERO

HAD

HIS

FAVORING FORMER

PRESIDENT FORCED

WAY

INTO HALL

HOPES MINORITY

TAKES

FIRED

AT

A

POLICE

STATION WAS DEFENDED
AGAINST RIOTERS WITH HAIL
OF BULLETS

IT NICELY THE

MILITIA

ORDERED

4
4--

MORE DAYS WILL BE DE EXPECTED HIS SOLDIERS TO DEFEAT ENEMIES AND CAPTJ3E
VOTED TO TAKING OF TESOROZCO
TIMONY

FOUR

3

-

3

4

JOINS

IN

WITH

OTHER

FACTION

THE ORGANIZATION

IN

OF

MORE
WHEN

CONVENTION

MOB CONCLUSIONS ARE UNTENABLE

TROUBLE

IS

NIGHTFALL
ON

EXPECTED

AFFORDED

13 NOT

TRUSTWORTHY ACCORDING
TO

OUT WANTS

SETTLES

THE CITY

INFORMATION

UNDERWOOD.

IMMEDIATE

REVISION

ASSERTS THE AMERICAN PEOPLE "HAVE BEEN TRIFLED
WITH TOO LONG."

1

4-

1

Jimenez, March 27. The rebel
triumph is complete. The last of the
federal forces, covering their retreat
under heavy artillery fire, lied during
the night from Jimenez. The flv.)
day's battle which began at Escalon
is over and the rebels are triumphant,
During last night the last remnant of
the federals under General Trucy
Auiberlt gave up the task, of trying to
take Jimenez and retreated.
In all
tine 30 miles of territory
through
which the rebels and federals fought,
there were none but rebels
today.
They were enjoying a much needed
rest.
General Emilio M. Campa, with 600
men
Ibis .morning to
occupy Parral. The defeated government troop6 arc;elieved to be
at their base at Torreon.
Parral, at the outbreak of the revolution, was occupied by General Jose de
la Luz Soto and 200 rurales. A fortnight ago Soto, informed General Pas-cuOrozco that he would Join the
liberal army. A few days ago, however, he changed front again, deciding
to remain with the government. He
is reported to have left Parral with
some of his followers. General Orozco believes that the garrison remains
true to the liberal cause, but instructed General Campa to proceed cautiously until certain that he would
not be ambushed.

Rock Island, 111., March 27. Three
Colorado Springs, Colo., March 27.
Washington, March 27. That the
The endorsement of President Tatt persons were killed and nine Injured tariff board in its
report to congress
by the state republican convention to- her last night when the police fired on the wool schedule
proceeded upon
25 4 DECLARES ARREST WAS RE8ULT
day and the instruction for him of into a mob that attacked the
ELEC
an entirely erroneous theory and that
MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR
23
police
Colorado's delegates to the Chicago
OF A CONSPIRACY, CLEVERLY
its report was "untenable" is the
TION OF THE MEN CHOSEN
convention were made certain when station. The mob gathered following
PLANNED
of the democratic members
3
TODAY
with
John
4
addresses
by
sympathizers
on the first test vote for temporary
of
the
and means committee1 of
ways
?
newsof a weekly
chairman, T. H. Devlne of Pueblo, the Looney, publisher
house
as
tha
set forth in a report
an
which
last
Saturday printed
Taft candidate, won over Ben Griffith, paper,
OF SENA
ASKS PUNISHMENT
4- 4- LUNA WAS THE PEACE MAKER
M. Schriver. Two prepared by Representative
on
4 4 4- 4- 4- 4 4 ' 4- 4- 4UnderJ.
attack
Mayor
242.
656
to
the Roosevelt candidate,
the Taft forces controlled of the leaders of the rioters were in wood, chairman of the committee, in
Although
SAYS MOUNTED POLICEMAN ACTconnection with tha
was made.
01
CALLED WARRING FACTIONS TOby an almost 3 to 1 vote there was the jail when the attack
wool bill placing a 20 per cent
the
ED WITHOUT WARRANT OR
of
in
all
the
quarters
BRITISH
STRIKE
Despite
quiet
IS
"
no
to
"steam
disposition
employ
GETHER AND SUGGESTED
AUTHORITY
tactics at the opening session and city this morning, the sheriff, police advalorem duty on raw wool.
A COMPROMISE
This bill, which arter slight revithe Roosevelt minority contented it and the militia prepared to resist a
NEAR1NG ITS CLOSE Santa Fe, N. M., March 27. Con
self with a vociferous cheering lor resumption tonight of the rioting sion in conference last summer, was
fl.flr!
Santa Fe, N. M., Amidst scenes of
vetoed by President Taft, who gae
its candidate. Granted its request for vvtiloh rasnltoH In thran rlpfltha
to expectations, it will take two
trary
B.
of
Albert
nine
..last
the
indescribable enthusiasm
persona
wounding
then
on
5 his principal reason for exer
representation
more (lfcTB !.
bribe
Sheriff O. L. Bruner said:
Fall and Thomas B. Catron were COAL OWNERS AGREE TO ACCEPT
night.
the
cise
of
the
the veto power that tho tariff
mittee,
minority
supported
the
will
take
investigation committee
THE MINIMUM WAGE,
elected to the United State senate
"Although everything looks peace- board had made no, report on. the
plan of organization agreed to ear'v
case against the four accused memLEGISLATION.
ful now, itheie is an undercurrent of subject Last December the board
today. The fate of the latter hung
today.
bers of 'uhe house under advisement.
In the balance. When itlhe roll had been
The opening utterance of Chairman vicious feeling aaginst the police and reported and the democratic memThe
of the defendants, J. P.
fourth
London, March 27. The British
called, he lacked four votes of eleIevine: "In the language of the I expect to see an attack on the mili- bers of the ways and means commii-tee- ,
was still on the stand
for
ctionbut before the rssult was an- coal owners, after a prolonged meet- Lucero,examination when
strenuous but badly misguided one, I tia by the mob tonight. My deputies
after an analysis of this report,
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am
was greeted with report that a number of desperate reintroduced the old .bill
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met
The
this
afternoon.
prosecuclaiming that
change their votes to Catron, to imum wage bill. This means that all tion will
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several
witnesses
report to
Rock Island are today carrying around
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will
and
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justify
then
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?
on
the
was the
as soon as they desire to return to
W. C. Blair of Hinsdale county was the word that they will run the militia
introduce the witnesses that will lay
Summarizing the conclusion of the
republican side who changed their work. At a full meeting of the Min- the
chosen
temporary secretary and the into the Mississippi river tonighLThls committee,
will
a course that it
foundation
for
Chairman
Underwood
minds at the critical moment.
organization was made permanent. feeling, in my opinion, will get strong- says:
ers' federation today it was decided press and which will furnish the real
on."
other
er
as
the day goes
event, to take an immediate ballot among
Overshadowing every
The usual committees were nam?4
sensatiou of the entire proceedings.
"A careful and painstaking analysis
Santa Fe this forenoon "awaited in the men as to whether
2 p. m
a
until
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taken
and
Last
night's rioting continued prac- of
tiley desire
arthe
maintains
defense
that
The
the wool report of the tariff board
nervous suspense the balloting for to
The Roosevelt delegates to the tically unchecked for three hours.
accept the government's wage bill rest of the four men was not only a
dictates
conclusions as follows:
two fnited States senators at high
state republican convention forced the The police said there were more than
and return To Work. A bare majority conspiracy to damage ohe of the leadnoon and wondered whether the
"The
of applying tariff dutwhich
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hall
convention
in
the
doors
of
surgtheory
the
shortly 5,000 persons
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after
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according
through
ceptance or rejection of the propo- an attack of the executive branch of
among the republican leaders would sition.
of seats directly In front of the plat- ing car trolleys from the wires, over- cost of production in this and in forthe state uin the legislature. It wil'
withstand the quiet but determined
form. With this vantage of position turning wagons and in other ways eign countries, upon which the board
Was Artilery Battle
William Edwin
Harvey, a miner demand that the mounted policeman
work that was done this forenoon
27. An
El
March
Tex.,
Paso,
planned to carry their fight seeking to block public thoroughfares. has projected and prepared its report,
they
member of parliament, who represents who arrested the four legislators withby the forces opposed to the republiof yesterday's fighting through the convention,
supporting
story
After the attack on the police sta- is entirely erroneous and untenable.
of
most
the
commitment
sentiments
the
leaders
and
out,
of
warrant, without
can organization to undo the work
ait thai place yes- Phillip B.. Stewart of Colorado Springs tion had been
dated
at
Jimenez,
theory could
repulsed by the volley Furthermore, if this
that was to elect Albeit B. Fall and in the federation, says he intends to without making a sworn charge
was
from
received
for
chairman,
have
presenting
been
and carefulafternoon,
temporary
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the
of
terday
the
from
systematically
weapons
be
cited before the
a magistrate,
Thomas B. Catron to the United tell the 40,000 miners of Derbyshire:
the Asociated Press correspondent at the names of Stewart and Joseph the authorities found a dozen dead or ly applied, it would not have affordof
and
for
law
the
house
bill
bar
the
become
contempt
"The
has
wage
States senate
ath front of mail today. It confirms Ewing of Weld, Colorado, for dele- wounded men in the street. Two of ed trustworthy results for guidance
It was at the house of former Dele- of the land, so that there can be 110 be meted out the severest punishment telegraphic reports of rebel success. gates at large and offering a resolu the. three
persons killed were identi in preparing tariff legislation.
indication
gate to Congress William H. Andrews, question of accepting its provisions as a precedent. Every
The doubts, which arose over the tion endorsing Roosevelt In the firs fied early today as J. C. Kelly, a
the
four
"The board's report is fragmentary
of
to
exoneration
the
must
be
or
made
points
otherwise.
They
himself one of the leading senatorial
fact that the rebels continued to re- test Vote on temporary chairman of blacksmith of Sllvis, a village a few anil
from the charges against
defendants
incomplete, and rests on an in- of."
the
best
who
Mills
with William J.
aspirants,
port victories, but still seemed to
state convention, the miles up the river, and L. H. Oman correct statistical
the
republican
them.
basis. Hence it
will
return
The miners' delegation
has stood second highest among the
cleared up. The federals who vote stood: Taft forces 656; Roose- a shoe merchant of this city.
,
to
no
confidence
for the
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earliest
their
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republicans
attacked Jimenez under Gnerol Trucy velt, 242.
have been one of results set forth therein, even should
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Kelly
taken for United States senators, that meUt. BO that, no tim ohoii h loot - L '
NEWARK M. E. CONFERENCE
The coup of the progressives in many who came to Rock Island from the reliability of the theory of the
vy
t
Aiiucrt were a different force from
the final agreement as proposed by Putting the result of the
harlot what- N. J., March 27 THe an- that w&icfe' was defeated at Corralttos. forcing the doors of the convention
Montclair,
National Committeeman Solomon Lu- ever it may
neighboring communities, bent on cost of production be conceded.
be, into effect.
Newark conference tit the Me The rebels engaged also were almost hall caused delay In seating other del mischief. It Is stated even that the
nual
na, who had championed from the start
"Those persons who are willing
thodist Episcopal church convened in a new force as General Orozco did egations and it was 11 o'clock when riotous condWons here may be re
the cause of Fall and Catron, was
BANDIT IS DROWNED.
to
overlook the lack of theoretical
in
will
continue
and
this city today
not care to weaken his column at the convention was called to order by peated in Mollne where local politics
reached with former State Chairman
San Bernardino, Calif., March St-and of statistical accuracy,
soundness
Thoor longer. Bishop Corralttos.
week
a
McDonald.
session
F.
J.
State Chairman
reflect much the same status as will find the data of the
Holm O. Bursum, who had champion
"Slim" Langley, one of the desert
report too
Is
presidJoseph F Berry, of Buffalo,
The rebel force at Jimenez was yes- mas H. Devlne of Pueblo for the Taft caused the outbreaks against Mayor
ed Fall and Andrews, by which An- teamsters
to admit
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Incomplete
charged with h!.1.r At- - ing. A large number of ministers and
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fragmentary
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H. M. Schriver, of Rock Island. There
terday numbered 3,000 and the federal forces and Attorney
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to rates
reference
with
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conclusions
m hulHoil lav Members are in atendance.
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Even
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interpretation
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early
convention
a coalition with the Fall forces, reach- of
,e in the middle officers of Michigan
"The police were particularly care- graphs it is not possible to formulate
the stream with
ciat the close of an all night conference
ed at the start, were told that Milk
Millets striking all with an attendance representing
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
about Mm, Langle
for the ful to do nothing that would start definite conclusions, because the figThe meethad withdrawn and that they were
,y tr'ed to aid his ties throughout the state.
March 27. Senate: of Taft leaders. It provided
Washington,
Bert
rviinrndo delegates at trouble. They stood bravely through ures vary widely, and seriously lack
inanntimi
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free to vote for Catron and Fall. companion,
on
jLsne, but the latter ing will last three days.
Met at 11 a. m.
became exhaust'
So
national con all kinds of taunts and ridicule
Speaker R. L. Baca was the onlv
id and was drowned.
to uniformity pud comparability.
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mat
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the
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Taft,
much
vention
for
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rangements have been completed to
high
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Rules committee decided not to re- in his refusal to accept the chairman until they found they were trapped
launch the Men and Religion Forward th
bow this year surpasses all of
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port
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after
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
UP IMPORTANT BUSINESS MATTERS

FIVE MURDER CASES,
cliandise store, according to a state-- (
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberta, president
Socorro, N. M., March 27. Five of the New Mexico Normal Univerment filed with the state corporation
commission. The amendment is slgi-- ; murder cages or more man usual in sity, has returned from Santa Fe
ed by S. B. Phelphrey, president, ana terest are to be heard at the present where he attended a meeting of the
term of district court for Socorro state board of education, which adMrs. S. E. Phelprey, secretary.
The grand Jury returned its journed Saturday afternoon.
county.
The
Incorporation.
The Overland Auto company of final report yesterday and was dis- board will meet again at an early
Denver, Colo., a foreign corporation, charged, reporting 21 true bills and date to consider further the subject
wit- of school legislation and other Imporyesterday filed their charter with the 18 no bills, having examined 80
The nesses in six days. The grand jury tant educational matters not yet fulstate corporation commission.
charter shows that the original lncor- - recommended the employment of an ly decided upon.
ur- Undoubtedly the moet Important acporators were: Marvin H. McGuire, expert to go over ana auau me
Loulse M. Fugate and Theodore W. counts of the former county officials tion of the board was taken shortly
Fugate. all of Denver, Colo. The com- - who went out of office this year. The prior to adjournment in the resolution
pany started with a capitalization of trial for murder will include the requesting the president of the board
$5,000 which was gradually increased cases of Francisco Granado, charged to appoint a committee upon revision
until it reached the sum of $100,000 with the murder of Green and Clark of the present compilation of school
of which $83,000 worth of capital at Mogollon; Irvin Frazier, alias John laws Pursuant to such resolution,
stock has actually been issued. The Gates, alleged slayer of Tom Hall; Governor W. C. McDonald as presistock is divided into 500 shares val- Jose Sanchez y Armljo, accused of dent of the hoard immediately took
ued at $100 a share. According to the killing Florenclo Sanchez at Aragon, up the matter with a number of the
statement filed with tne commission Henry Steen, who faces trial tor the leading educators and it is likely he
will announce his appointments withthe company expects to do a general alleged killing of Pat Gann at Gain's
motor car sales and supply business ranch; and Franciscq Luna y Chaves, in a day or so. In the meantime, Dr.
case from last term, M. D. Taylor, of the educational board
with New Mexico offices at Albuquer- a hold-ove- r
Dr. M. F. Des Marais. and SuperinChaves
A.
being the deputy who is said
Green,
que under the charge o( H.
to have shot the wrong man while tendent White are working upon the
statutory agent.
matter of a complete revision of the
in pursuit ot another.
District Court
now existing laws. As is well known,
The Jury in the first case railed,
Piterbo Qulntana, was this morning
there have been many amendments
of Higinio Bustos, charged with
that
a
appointed
deputy sheriff, according
to
the original school law by the sucthe
SUva
proae
being
to papers filed with the clerk by rape, Juanito
cessive
sessions of the legislature,
Charles Closson, sheriff of Santa Fe cutlng witness, returned a verdict of
many of which were inconsistent with
county. C. A. Watson, a defendant not guilty.
other provisions of the law, until it
under indictment for obtaining money
is now almost impossible
for the
under false pretenses in connection
FOR HOME EMBROIDERY
school district officers to ascertain
with alleged real estate frauds, failed Use Reis' Foundation Washable Let- easily and definitely their duties
to appear when his case was called in ters, which are first basted to the Many of the provisions fitted territo
the district court and a bond of $500 linen. As they are not papier maohe, rial conditions, but do not. now con
was forfeited. Watson was accused they will, when neatly embroidered, form to the constitution and are not.
of having sold and
imaginary withstand washing, boiling and iron- suited do a rapidly growing state, and
or near ing at the 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store.
in
be
to
State Superintendent Alvan S. White
property supposed
lena.
Mason's
A
local
Taos.
the
suit
has advocated all along that a com
against
W. C. MCDONALD,
REAPING BENEFIT
L. Bradford Prince,
lodge,
by
plete revision was needed and in this
brought
Governor.
of a
contention the state board agreed
Done at the executive office this for the alleged
contract, was yesterday decided hi fa- From the Experience of East Lsc with him. It is expected the work of
the 25th day of March, A. D. 1912.
the committee will result in a system
Vegas People.
Witness my hand and the great seal vor of the former. The evidence
atic code of laws, which it is belies
acMasons
did
not
the
showed
that
of the state of New Mexico.
We are fortunate indeed to be able ed the legislature will at once pass,
for
the
Mr.
Prince
of
offer
the
cept
ANTONIO LUCERO,
to profit by the experience of our as the entire code will be founded
purchase of certain real estate
Secretary of New Mexico.
neighbors. The public utterances of closely upon existing laws, with such
Decision.
Court
Supreme
Trade Mark Reentered.
East Las Vegas residents on the fol- new amendments and laws as appear
No.
Mark
1428,
Wright, appellant,
The trade mark "Sulphurro," a liqlowing subject will interest '.nd ben- wise to incorporate along with the reuid compound of sulphur and a rem- vb. Citizens Bank, appellee, appeal efit thousands of our readers.
Read vision. Our present Jumble of laws
counfrom the district court of Union
edy made by the C. M. Stewart Sulthis statement. No better proof can are out of date as a compilation and
Case reversed and remanded.
a working code, for the district offi- phur company of Seattle Wash., was ty.
be had.
Opinion
by E- C. Abbott, district
this morning filed with Secretary of
Mrs. Anna Pearce, 905 Tildeu Ave., cers, and as a result the department
-judge, sitting as associate judge and Kas Ias Vegas, N. Mex., says:
fltate-A-nto1 of education i JtnJ..bus4-givinttleeT,
concurred In by Judge R. H. Hanna
ions, being unable many) times to inthe
to
from
withdraw
havif
nothing
Historical Society Elects Officers.
and Frank W, Parker. Chief Justice
I gave In January terpret, the meaning of the various
statement
public
The. New Mexico Historical societj C. J. Roberts
disqualified. The sylla- 1907, in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills conflicting statutes. The report of
met yesterday and elected the follow- bus of this case follows: A denial
by I was troubled for about a
year by the committee will be submitted at
ing officers: President L. Bradford the alleged makers of a promissory-note- ,
most annoy- an early date to the state board of
disordered
the
kidneys,
Prince; recording secretary, William
under oath, of the signature ing symptom being a kidney weak- education and the house and senate
M. Berger; corresponding
secretary, thereto, coupled with an allegation ness.
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured on enducation.
E. A. Johnston;
treasurer John K. that the signature is a forgery, places
Dr. M. F. Des Marais, of Las Vegas,
at the Center Block Pharmacy, cor- William J. in issue the genuineness and due exe
Stauffer;
recteA my trouble. T have had a few delivered a very able address before,
Mills, Frank W. Clancy and Ralph E. cution of the same under
condischool
upon
e,,ght recurrences of the difficulty but the board
Twitchell; curator, Henry Woodruff. 308, chapter 107 of the laws of New at 8Uch Umeg
in
San
s
Doa
tions
have
Miguel
county.
j
Charter Amended.
Mexico, ivvi, anu uueu nui wmuiuie Kidnev Pills and thev have never He is an advocate of placing more
The Cimarron
Construction com- an affirmative defense, casting upon failed to have a beneficial effect."
power in the hands of the various
pany has changed its name to the the defendant the burden to estaband made
For sale by all dealers. Prise TO county superintendents
French Lumber company of French, lish by preponderance of the evidence cents.
Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo, many other helpful suggestions to the
N. M., and has extended its scope of that he did not make and execute the New York, sole
agents for the United board.
business to include the milling and note in question
States.
The board passed a resolution remanufacture of lumber products and
Remember the name Doan's and commending the passage of a bill by
the right to operate a general mer- take no other.
ifhe legislature fixing holidays, pro- The Omfp prints all tot news

Santa Fe, N. M., March 27. Governor McDonald today issued .he foj
lowing call and appointed the following delegates:
Whereas, a National Old Trails
Road convention has been railed, by
the Missouri Old Trails Road association to meet in Kansas City. Mo.,
Wednesday and Thursday, April 18
and 19. 1912: and
Whereas, plans will be considered
and formulated at tht convention for
the making- and marking of a permanent road across the continent following as near as practicable the route
of the Cumberland Pike, the Boone
Lick road, the Santa re trail and the
Suunset route:
Now therefore, I, William C. McDonald, governor of the state of New
Mexico, by virtue of the authority In
me vested, do hereby appoint as delegates to said convention the following:
R. E. TwitcheH. Las Vegas, N. M.,
O. n Earickson, Fort sumner; A. H
Hilton. San Antonio; P. F. McCanna,
Albuquerque: B. M. Cutting, Santa
Fe; W. E. Griffin, Santa Fe; H. P..
Hening, Albuquerque; L. Bradford
Prince. 8anta Fe; H. D. Rankin, Wat
rows; J. D. Hand, Las Vegas; D. K.
B. Sellers-- Albuquerque; Hugo
Raton; Morgan O. IJewellyn,
Las CruceB; W. 'X Murray, Silver
Melton
City; J. E. Rhea, ijoawell:
Terr eg, Socorro; Jose Baca, Las Veg
as; J. M. Hervey, Roswell, W. E.
Gortner, Las Vegas; Clpriano Lucero,
Cenillos; J. S. Mactavtsh, Magda- ,
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BEST MUSICAL COMEDY OF THE SEASON
AT THE DUNCAN
"Madame Sherry," (he Show
That Made a Hit on Broadway, Will

Delight
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OPERA HOUSE TONIGHT
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Las

Vegas Audience
"Every Little Movement Has A
Meaning All Its Own," and the movements of Las Vegas people tonight
will not be meaningless.
There will
be a movement Immediately after dinner this evening that means everybody is putting on his or her betrt
clothes; then there will he a move
ment toward the Duncan opera house
that means a big audience at the performance of "Madame Sherry." Arriving at the playhouse there will be
a general movement toward pocket-books- ,
that everybody is
meaning
cheerfully willing to dig up the necessary coin to witness a classy show.
When the curtain goes up there wUl
be all kinds of movements; hands
will move In applause and faces will
move in smiles of approval and on
the way home feet will move In time
with the catchy music of the opera.
The New York New Amsterdam
company, which will present "Madame Sherry" in this city tonight, Is
a company of talented performers
who have won their "spurs" in many
prominent productions during the
past seasons

J

public schools. In order to clear the
existing doubt on the subject; also, a
resolution for the passage of bills reg-

ulating business colleges, regulating
special instruction as to the teaching
of the effects of narcotics and alcohol
tc drinks upon the human system, the
United States statutes heretofore applying to the territory on this subject
not now being effective to the state;
also endorsing the teaching of industrial education in the public schools;
also, endorsing the Page bill now
pending in congress and requesting
a joint memorial by the legislature;
also, recommending a bill having for
its object the prevention of the exhibition of vice by enjoining the property where same is located. No de
finite action was taken upon the w
called 'county unit' bill, having for
Is object the abolition of the district
unit bases and establishing the county as the unit with a board of five
Instead of the district directors. Free
text books bill was recommended to
be optional in the various districts or
counties, upon a petition or vote of
a majority of people.
An opinion was requested of the attorney general upon the subject of the
authority of the board to adopt a uni
form system of text books for the
high schools of the state, the conrti-tutloapparently giving this authority. A decision is expected from the
attorney general soon.
n

CERTIFICATE OF EXTENSION
State of New Mexico. Office of
the State Corporation Commission.
It is hereby certified that there
was filed for record in the office of
the State Corporation Commission of
the State of New Mexico on the 23rd.
10
day of March, A. D., 1912, at
o'clock A. M., Certificate of Extension of the Corporate Existence of
the Las Vegas Savings Bank (No.
7136) and also that the
following
copy is a true and correct transcript
of the original now on file.
In Testimony Whereof, the chairman and Chief Clerk of said commission have hereunto set their hands
and affixed the seal of said commission, at the City of Santa Fe, on this
23rd. day of March, A. D., 1912.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS.
(Seal)
Attest:
Chairman.
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KAYSER GLOVES
Look for the Name

16

Button all Silk in black or
white, per pair$1.25
-

12

Patent
Silk Gloves
Look

Button all Silk, in black
or white, per pair
85c

Button real Chamoisette in
white or chamois color 65o

16

Finger-Tippe- d

50c up

oat for silk gloves that don't

fit and don't wear. All genuine
Kay sen the kind you've always
worn have "Kayser" in the hem.
We sell them any shade or style
at the price of inferior makes.

16

Button Lisle Venetian in
white only, per pair. 65c

Short all Silk gloves in black
or white per pair.
85o
.

Short all Silk gloves of lighter weight, black, white or gray
Short Chamoisette gloves, white, grey or Cnamois
Short Lisle Venetian Glove, black only

65o
50o

35c

KAYSER
ITALIAN SILK HOSE
quality, good weight and fast
colors. Extra spliced heels and toes insures satisfactory service
They are perfect fitting and combine style,
comfort and service to a maximum degTee.
is of exceptional
.

$1.50

Black, white and colors, per pair

Lai Vtfciai'LoadinjI

Store

&.$osemi&6 Son
Established

South SidaVioyL

1862

instrument was signed and sealed in
behalf of said corporation by authority of its Board of Directors and said
Wm. G. Haydon acknowledged said
instrument to be the free act and
deed of said corporation.
Witness my hand and official seal
the day and year last above written.
EDWARD S. LEWIS,
(Seal)
Notary Public, San Miguel County,

The West Indian colonies represented in the conference are British
Guiana and the islands of Trinidad,
St. Kitts, Dominica,
iiarliadoes, St
Lucia, St. Vincent, Antigua and Mont-serraJamaica, the largest and most
important of the British possessions
in the West Indies, declined to participate in the negotiations owing, it is
said, to fear of imperilling her executive commercial relations with the
United States.

t.

New Mexico.
My commission expires Dec. 6, 1914.
Acting Chief Clerk.
State of New Mexico.
Certificate of Extension of the Cor
of San Miguel, ss.
County
ELKS
ATTENTION
porate Existence of the Las VeOn this 19th day of March, A. D.
had
Have
your
you
photograph
gas Savings Bank
Wm.
1912, before me ajipeared
made for the new lodge rom? WaterThe Las Vegas Savings Bank, a
President, and D. T. Htskins, man Is making sittings and the piccorporation of New Mexico, doth here- Treasurer, of The Las
Vegas S wings tures are
as good or a little
EDWIN F. COARD,

thaitj it has extended its
existence from the 1st day
of December, A. D., 1910, for a full
period of twenty-fiv- e
(25) years from
bu .hing been
date, s4id
declared by resolution of the Board
of Directors of said The Las Vegas
Savings Bank to be advisable and
having been duly and resularly assented to by the vote of all of the
stockholders of said The las Vegas
Savings Bank, at a meeting duly called toy the Board of Directors lor that
purpose; that the affidavit of the
president and treasurer of said The
Las Vegas Savings Bank Is attached
hereto and filed herewith, showing
the assent of all of the stockholders
of said Bank was given
to such
The extension
amendment,
of the corporate existence of said
Bank.
The folowlng is copy of the
resolution adopted at said meeting:
"Whereas, it was deemed advisable by resolution duly adopted on the 28th day of February,
1912, by the Directors
of said
Bank, that the corporate existence of said Bank be extended
for a period of Twenty-fiv(25)
years from the 1st day of December, A. D. 1910;
Therefore, Be it Resolved, that
the corporate existence of The
Las Vegas Savings Bank be, and
the same hereby is, extended
from the 1st day of December,
A. D. 1910 ror the fuii period of
twenfy-fiv- e
years.
That the location of the registered
office of said The Las Vegas Savings
Bank in the State of New Mexico, is
East Las Vegas,
New Mexico, and
the name of the agent in charge
thereof, and upon whom process
again st said corporation may be serv
ed is D. T. Hoskins.
In Witness Whereof said Corporation has caused this certificate to be
signed by its president and treasurer,
and its corporate seal to be hereto
affixed this 19th day of March, A. D.

by certify
coi-orat-

e

to-wl-t:

e

1912.

'

I

sramttays and memorial days for the

Bank each to me personally known,
and who being by me severally and
duly sworn did say: That Wm. G.
Hayion is such President, and D. T.
Hoggins is such Treasurer, respectively, of said Corporation mentioned; that at. a special meeting of the
stockholders of said The Las Vegas
Savings Bank, held on the 19th day
of March, A. D. 1912, which said
meeting was called by a resolution
duly adopted on the 2Xth day of February, 1912, by the Board of Directors
of said Bank, a resolution was adopted extending the corporate existence
of said Bank from December 1st, 1910
for the full period of twenty-fiv(25)
years from ithat date.
That all of the stockholders of said
The Las Vegas Savings Bank were
present at said meeting either in
person or by proxy and that the said
resolution above mentioned was duly
adopted upon a vote of all of the
stockholders of said corporation, anr!
the assent of all of said stockholders
was given to said amendment.
e

proving
better than the quality usually turned
ouit by that high class photographer.
Better arrange for a sitting today.
Wnterman. the Plaza.
YOU CANNOT SUCCEED
Mrs. Housewife, in making good pies
or other good things unless you kave
good lard. The Las Vegas Mercantile

company has a large supply of pure,
home rendered lard. This cannot be
beat for quality. Try it and yomr
cooking that requires shortening will
be excellent.
JOHN CHINAMAN
U caricatured as a laundry-mabut In all China there Is no man

Usually

n,

who has reduced the business of laun-

dering to the exact science that have
modern Inventors. The Las Vegas
Steam Laundry has one of the linest
laundries in New Mexico. The work
and the service rendered Is the beat
oroof.

SPRING IS COMING
Mrs. Wallis, the milliner, baa re- ceived an advance showing of spring
Subscribed and sworn to before me
styles In millinery. The designs are
this 19th day of March, A. D. 1912. beautiful and modish Now
Is the
EDWARD S. LEWIS,
(Seal)
time to have
WM. G. HAYDON,
D. T. HOSKINS.

your hate remodeled for
Notary Public. spring. Mrs. Wallis is prepared to
My commission expires Dec. 6, 1914. do such work
quickly and satlsfactor
Endorsed. No. 7136, Cor. Rec'd. fly at her store on Sixth street.
Vol. 6 Page 158. Certificate of Extension of the corporate existence of
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
The Las Vegas Savings Bank (Ho.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
7136.) Piled In office of State Corporation Commission March 23, 1912; may concern that Sarah C. Goke the
10 A. M. George W. Arm! jo. Clerk. Fontaine and M. A. D. RIbera, the
undersigned, were appointed on the
Compared E. D. L. to J. J. O.
eleventh day of March, A. D. 1912,
executors of the estate of Henry
Goke, deceased, and all persons havPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if ing claims against the estate of said
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any Henry Goke, deceased, will present
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or the same within the time prescribed
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c by law.
Dated Las Vegas, N. M., March 11,.
WEST INDIAN RECIPROCITY.
Ottawa, Ont., March 27. Important

and
results, affecting the
(Corporate Seal)
commercial and manufacturing interTHE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK,
ests not only of Canada bu of the
By WM. G. HAYDON,
United States as well, are expected to
Attest:
Its President.
follow the conference begun here toD. T. HOSKINS,
day between representatives of the
Its Treasurer.
Canadian and West Indian govsrnr
State of New Mexico.
ments, looking toward freer commerCounty of San Miguel, ss.
On this 19th day of March, A. D. cial Intercourse between Canada and
Wm. O. the British West Indies. It is ths
1912, before me appeared
a small preference
to
me
Haydon,
personally known, who belief here that
being by me duly sworn did say that given to the West Indies by Canada
he is the President of The Las Vegas over the United States would result in
Savings Bank, that the seal affixed a few years in diverting to this counto said instrument is the corporate try a large part of the American exseal of said corporation, and that said port trade with the island.

A. D. 1912.
M. A. D. RIBERA,

SARAH

C, GOKE DE FONTAINE.

BRIDE
DISTINGUISHED
New York, March 27. At a large
church wedding in Brooklyn today Miss
Violet von Lyncker Newberry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Newber-

ry of hat borough, became the bride
of Herbert L. Losee of Hempstead,
L. I. The bride comes of a distinguished German family, being a granddaughter of the late Baron Lothar
von Lyncker, of Berlin, and a niece
of Baron Maximilian von Lyncker,
who Is house marshal to Emperor

LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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MARCH 27, 1912.

way to get rid of some of your minds there is the
them, are rapidly disappearing, sup- qnestion as to whether this Is not
planted by educated, well dressed, after all a proposition for Wall street
tactful people who dress well, talk to get control of the country. Believe
well and resemble in their usefulness me when I tell you that there is nothLAW
for Wall
a walking bookstore. The result of ing in this organization
their work is so pronounced that it street to control. J. Plerpont Morgan
has brought about the proposal that himself cannot borrow a dollar from
AT
politics be reformed by taking the bal- this organization if he should put up
lot box to the voter and reminding government bonds as security, and
him of his duty as most of the trouble the amount that any one bank can
BY
WAR is due to failure of voters to vote. A borrow from it is so limited that all WAVE OF CRIME IN NEW YORK
DEPRESSION
CAUSED
OPHAS AROUSED SERIOUS
RESULTS IN BARGAINS FOR
more remarkable result, however, is will be" treated on an equal foo 'PKPOSITION TO STATUTE
AMERICANS.
the discovery that the number of people who are dishonest is verv small
w York, March 27- .- Aroused by
rlzes
secured ag the ,)00k hougeg
Chicago, .March
4
haye dlBCOVered
wave which is sweeping
crime
the
In Mexico in the mad scramble for ID
adopting the plan of delivering
w
York
City, the presidents and
durI
bargains which has taken place
SILLS INTRODUCED IN
forthwith an entire set of books and
of 14 burglary in
managers
general
the
the
caused
THE LEGISLATURE
depression
by
ing
collecting for them afterward. The l
surance
companies and the Burglary
scattered rebellions have Included losses in bad accounts have been
I'ndei writers association
Insurance
4some for Chicago men and syndicates very small.
in the otflce qf President Duvld
'net
27
Tho
N.
March
wha have emulated the British, Dutch
M.,
Santa Fe,
Rate War Coming.
bills were introduced yes W, Armstrong of The Umpire State
and Germans in buying when most
Slashed passenger rates ror settlers tollowng
Surety company and drew up a palerdatf in the staite legislature:
people were afraid to buy. One of through the Fort Prances
per, addressed to the legislature or
Senate
the largest rubber and coffee proper- - on the nart of the Canadian gateway
Northern
New York,
protesting
Senate Bill No. 33 by McCoy, tin die state of
the world it is said has been
ties in
T
intimation of an impending rate
Sullivan "revolver law"
the
gives
against
asof
houses
abate
and
act
to enjoin
acquired by the San Jose syndicate war
American roads having
and requesting radical amendments
signation, prostitution or ill fame and
of Chicago and that 2,000,000 acres .
7
,
,
The companies protesting were'
1U I lit
..I. I
unci
used
so
to
owners
of proierty
make
of hardwood timber had been purwestern states could not see eye to
Tue
Sute
Iany,
and
to
declaring
injunction
subject
chased by other interests, all at prices
Eastern
Great
Casualty company,
eye with the Canadian Northern on a such houses nuisances.
to
Referred
be
will
times
which
multiplied many
the
mpany.
reduction of rates for settlers going the judiciary committee.
ithe XaUonal Surety
B
v
Gen
the
company,
Indemnity
into Canada, and on account of this
Senate Bill No. 34, by Navarro, to,0'00
of protection to American interests to
Accident company, the Royal
astigmatism the Canadian Northern repeal Chapter 70 of the laws of '
tx,
said
which the administration is
deelded to make a draBtlc cm and
the fence law Referred to th8'emnity company, the New England
be pledged. The magnitude and com-- p,y u on a) bu8ine8s
f'asualty company, the Massachusetts
tne
by
committee on judlciray.
'
pleteness of the big coffee and rub- lkmding and Insurance company, the
rf
u0UBa
the
ber estate among the hills of Chiapas
.t
company,
,,
a
Maryland Casualty
nu
oft
iii
past gea8ons Qw one
is a reminder of a feudal estate in fare8 have been iQ effect from gt an act to
New Amsterdam Casualty company,
of
houses
and
abate
enjoin
the London Guarantee and Accident
Spain. "When one Imagines an or-Mlnneapolis and DuU,th t0 Ca. nrrwti tilt ion rienlarins? the same to
two
and
of
Ocean Accident
chard under one management
mpany.
on
To
committee
the
be
nuisances.
nftB
The gale
nadjan de8thlati0ns
the American
million trees, each to be sprayed and
Conioration,
(inarantee
fe Tuesdays of judiciary
alwa(j befin
Company of Baltimore, and
pruned one gets the magnitude of the, March and Apri, and ,ast year the
Senate Bill No. 32. providing for Ending
:.
!...-fi li
i,.i..
""-'iNownere in rate from the above
tning, says a report.
points to the ma- - the transfer of various funds to oneil;,c
"
the far East where rubber has been
exjority of Western Canadian territory fund out of which all legislative
ro"owshe 'ro,esl 18
planted extensively is there anything was 12.50. The Minnesota lines, not penses are to be paid, was passed inofficers of the
"The
undemlgned.
coffee
like it, a forest of a million
of the rules. Burg onincluding the Duluth, Misaba & North-- ; ,ler suspension
trees and another million Castilloa ern and Duluth. Rainv Lake & Win- - jected to the precipitate passage or p arlous burglarv insurance rompanies
the measure by a vote of 30 to 1. operating in the state of New York
rabber trees in a region where that n,peg wn,ch form the connectil-wish to protest against certain feat35 to 7.
million
number will produce two
links between Ft. Frances and Duluth, The bill was passed
ures of the Sullivan law relative ;o
No.
1,
is
Senate
Memorial
Joint
It
of
rubber
peti
every year."
pounds
were allowed .to increase their local
the carrying of concealed weapons.
In
said that the administration village basis of fares in Minnesota, and as i tioning congress in reference to
that
We respectfully reconiiiend
forests
dian
national
reservations,
is electric lighted and connected by
want a proportion
with the
interfern
such
as
they
COI)8equence
sections
land withdrawals,
telephone ana telegraph witn tne ruo-be- r ate increase in settlers' fares, pro- and reclamation
citizen to
freedom of the
was passed unanimously.
and coffee markets of the world.
a $16 rate where $12.50 war
the
midnUht
defend
home
his
posing
against
Llewellyn introduced a house resoThe hardwood lands of the empire of
marauder or as leave the person enapplied last year. The Canadian lution, providing thatb tlie sergeant-at-arm- s
2,000,000 acres are said to have a po Northern, Duluth,
trusted with the transit of valuables,
Rainy Lake & Winsecure the ballot box of
tential value when laoor is applied of
amendnipeg, and the Duluth, Mlsabi &
No. 1, Clayton, Union county, to at the mercy of the thug, ba
the traditional "King's ransom," with Northern, saw no
necessity for an in- be used in the contest of .1. L. Lirtson ed.
the ruins of Aztec cities thrown in for crease in the rates inasmuch as their
"The alarming increase in burglary
for he seat of Juan D. Oaasdos. Remeasure. Mining companies basis has never been
good
within the last few
The ferred to judiciary commltttee to de and hold-michanged.
hare seized upon the anxiety of the other lines opposed the action of he termine whether house has the
months has revealed to h die ser'- right
timid owners of Mextco property to Canadian Northern to such an extent to send sergeant-at-arm- s
for ballot ousness of this matter. Experience
extend their holdings and when the that
bas shown that professional rrlniin
they practically refused to rec- box.
last exaggerated report of "revolutls disregard entirely the restrictive
on
the
route
Frances
arFt.
an
of
Efforts
ognize the
Rogers to take up
ofl this act. Knowing that
tion" is printed it is said that some $12.50 basis, with the result that!, the tesian well biTI proved
unavailing provisions
of the big ranches will be round U' Canadian
tihe
section of .he :oia
in
connection
uhe
and
house adjourned to WednesNorthern
include some thousand more acres
discont'nusd the practica
has
inanity
mn
10
&
ke
m.
a.
day,
the
Ra,ny
disturb
of keeping or of carrying firearms,
than before the
nipeg and Duluth, Misaba & Nortlv
ance commenced.
and knowing that the clement of
- ALL YOUR
furSTOMACH
a
make
to
ern has been forced
!ersonal
danger has beer, reduced to
The Last Mosquito.
TROUBLE VANISHES
ther reduction in the rate to $9.3 ) to
criminals are steadily
a
minimum,
Slap; the last mosquito on the Pan- protect its interests, and has extendi: creasing the daring anJ boldness of
rxo
or
enHeartburn
cover
the
Gas,
to
a
of
zone
killed
indigestion,
ama canal
sale
has been
ed the dates
by
their operations.
Dyspepsia Five Minutes Later
man from Chicago where was launch- tire period March 19 to April 30,
"We suggest:
ed last December the National Drain- inclusive. These rates do not cover
"1.
(a) That the section: 'CarryEivery year regularly more than a
age congress which purposes to en-- j the entire western Canadian territory,
or use of dangerous weapons' of
ing
million
Uni
stomach
in
sufferers
the
terminate the pests in the United but the majority of it, with gradual
ted States, England and Canada take Chapter 195, be amended to include
States by draining their breeding Increase to the more distant points
othe-dul- y
Pape's Diapepsin, and realize not only with sheriffs, policemen and
places, the millions of acres of swamp This $9.30 rate to western Canadian
any
officers,
appointed peace
immediate.b ut lasting relief.
land. Dr. .1. B. McB"alr!ch, president points via Duluth and Ft. Frances is
any
or
by
employed
persons
lerson
This harmless preparation will diof the board of education of Chicago, the Canadian Northern rate as agnin3t
or
or
institution
corporatoin
banking
a
overcome
and
eat
gest
anything you
claims to have given the last mos- $1; on other lines.
in
a
of
in
the
firm
guard
capacity
stomach
sour, gassy or
Poor Water Pressure.
quito on the canal zone his death
the transportation of money or valufive minutes afterwards.
blow. Dr. McFatrich was in the parPressure to raise city water on 'he
If your mealB don't fit comfortably, able merchandise.
ty of the Illinois Manufacturers' asso- average only to the second story of or what you eat lies like a lump of
(b) We recommend further, that
ciation which recently made a trip to buildings outside of the "loop" was lead in your
the
law be amended, so that, licens
or
if
have
you
stomach,
the canal and upon nis return he declared to be the fact in Chicago as heartburn, that is a sign of indiges- or no license, the carrying of revolver, pistol or other concealed weapon
praised very highly the great work result of an investigation of what be- - tion.
done by Colonel Gorgas, as chief sani- - comes of the 19 billion gallons pump
by any one ever convicted of theft,
Get from your pharmacist a
tary officer, in exterminating the ed annually and why some districts case of Pape's Diapepsin and take a iburglary or any other crime of vio
mosquitoes that formerly made that chronically have a water famine above dose Just as soon as you can. There lence, be made a felony.
'Sale of
"2.
That the section:
section feared for malaria and yellow the first floor level. The discovery will be no sour rising, no belching of
fever. "The Panama Canal Zone,' was made that leaky plumbing is re- undigested food mixed with acid, no pistols and other firearms be amendhe said, "is an ideal health resort sponsible for a loss of 32,260,000,000 stomach gas or heartburn, fullness or ed to permit the purchase of lawful
now. I saw one mosquito during my gallons last year and underground heavy feeling In the stomach, nausea, weapons of defence for home protecstay there and" with an expressive leaks for 48,390,000,000 gallons. Con debHltatlng headaches, dizziness or tion, witho.it. requiring the purchaser
to produce a permit for possession or
gesture "i (kiHed that one." The sequently water meters are recom intestinal griping. This will all go,
extermination of myriad cousins of nlendedi the city to pay for the met- - and, besides, there will be no sour food carrying, the purchaser to be permitleft over In the stomach to poison ted to carry such arms to his home
that anopheles of the malarial ill re-- grg and the householder for the
in their original store package.
and
the
your breath with nauseous odors.
swampB
er that 1(J metered. The city is
by destroying
President Armstrong of the EmPape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
lands in which it breeds, is ne ing to spend $3,568,500 ror lmprove-o- f
State Surety company, for many
pire
Nafor
It
stomachs, because
the principal objects of the
jentB to the water supply plants
chairman of the Burglary Inyeirs
food
to
It
is
takes
hold
of
and
which
your
digests
tional Drainage congress
which will help some, although even
surance
Underwriters association of
hold its initial session in New Or that sum will not provide the supply Just the same as If your stomach
and one of the most noted
America,
wasn't
there.
leans April 10 to 13. It was because necessary in the stock yards districts
the writing of burglary
in
experts
Belief in five minutes from all
of the great work of Colonel Gorgas for fire protection and in many resiinsurance
and
robbery of all kinds,
in this direction iu the canal zone dence districts a pressure that will stomach misery is waiting for you at was interviewed after the meeting-Hstore.
that, at the suggestion of Frank B. provide "running water" in the third any drug
said:
cases contain
These
to
asked
large
was
he
real
and fourth story flats that the
Knight of Chicago,
There is no doubt that the pro
more
to
than
sufficient
thoroughly
estate agents advertise.
accept the position of third
cure almost any case of dyspepsia, In hibition against the use of firearms
He is trying to arrange
Panics Help Bankers.
citizens has led to a
by
digestion or any other stomach dishis affairs so that he can be present
To the banker there ts profit In
marked increase in burglaries and
order.
at the New Orleans meeting and dis- financial panics, declared David P..
'highway robberies. The professional
needed
is
cuss the mosquito and what
criminals pay no attention to the re
Forgan, himself a banker of Chicago,
PURE STIMULANTS
to starve him out.
in urging the need for the enactment Should be a part of the equipment strictive provisions of such a law.
section
Book Agents Necessary.
of the bill for the creation of a cen- of every properly
stocked home. Knowing that the
The welcome book agent is pointed tral reserve association and so it Is. Our stock of whiskies is pure and is of the community has discontinued
to as one of the products of the high a matter tor merchants and manufac- unequaled for medicinal purposes. the .practice of carrying or keeping
subturers and their employes to wo ry It is particularly suited for family firearms, criminals feel that the ele
pressure life of today and the
of
is
which
about most. "This is not nnrsly a use. We carry a full line of excellent meat of danger has been reduced to
scription book business
takbankers' question," said Mr. Forgan. wines. Home trade a specialty. The a minimum and they are, therefore
huge proprotions in Chicago has
en rank as one of the greatest edu- "Bankers can worry through panics; Opera Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor. increasing in daring and boldness.
"The Burglary Insurance compacational forces of the day. Without and, indeed, the backs often nir.ke
do not advocate the unrestricted
nies
saleswomen
are
more
and
Children
to
much
salesmen
than
likely
tney
more profits at such time
tke book
contagious diseases when carrying of firearms without special
men are too engrossed in business do at other times, for the simple rea- contract the colds.
they have
Whooping cough,
of the police. They do ad
and women would be too much occu- son that they get the highest rates diphtheria, scarlet fever and consump permits
vocate,
citi
that
however,
church
and
monctub
and
con
tion are diseases that are often
the law will allow them for any
pied in social
zens are not deterred from obtaining
life to buy books nowadays, and con- ey they loan. It is the business man tracted when the child has a cold.
That Is why all medical authorities firearms for lexftdmate home protec
sequently the salesmen have become whose credit is curtailed or cut off say beware of colds. For the quick tion and that
they be permitted to
have
methods
ot
The
a modern need.
at such a time, and the long lines
cure of colds you will find nothing bet- carry these, , if occasion
demands,
changed also and the old time pest, worklngmen thrown out of employ- ter than Chamberlain's Cough Rem- without almost
restricprohibitive
ean
be
from
It
edy.
book,
always
depended up
ment that are really the chief suffer"canvassing" for jsome
tions.
on
and
and
is
to
safe
take.
whom one bought books because it ers from a panic. I know that in For tale bypleasant
"The people of suburban communi- all ruggtsts.
was the easiest
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SUCCESS

Nature has made ample provision in
the sunshine and moisture of the air for
the outward life and protection of the skin,
but the more important work of nourish
It is
ing the cuticle has been left to an inward source the blood.
trom the circulation that the pores and
reeeir thir upport,
(lands
and the fibrous tissues are all preserved in a healthful state because of
constant nourishment supplied by the blood.
So long as the Mod is pure and rich the skin will be free arm
eruptions or disease, but when the circulation becomes infected with
acids and humors its nourishing and. healthful properties are greatly
diminished, and this acrid, humor-lade- n
condition causes irritation and
inflammation of the delicate tissues and fibres. Then the effect is
shown in Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some other distressing, disfiguring skin disease.
Humors and impurities get into the blood through a deranged or
nactive condition of the system. Those members whose duty it is to
Alect and expel the refuse matter of the system fail to properly do
their work, and this surplus or waste matter is left in the system to
our and be absorbed Into the blood.
The cause of all skin diseases can be traced to some humor
or acid in the blood. Smooth, healthy skins are only possible wherv
the circulation is pure; and therefore the cure of any skin affection can
only come from a thorough cleansing of this vital fluid. Salves
washes, lotions, etc., are vaulable only for their ability to keep tru
skin clean, allay superficial irritation, or soften the hardened cuticle
Such treatment cannot cure because it does not reach the blood where
the cause is located, and to depend upon such measures alone usuallv
results in the aggravation and spreading of any skin trouble.
S. S S. cures Skin Diseases of every kind by
neutralizing the
acids am removing all humors or other impurities from
the blood.
S. S. S. cools the
cirI
tired with a bad case of
builds
it
to
its
normal
culation,
up
T
orovsr 12veara. and triad
en thing I heard of. Nothing strength and thickness, multiplies
helped me until I began to use 8.S.S. its rich, nutritious corpuscles, and
a
tnis medicine ana tne adds to its purity and nourishing
Eczema soon begun to gradually dis-UDDear.
I continuari taWin R R R qualities in every way. Then the
and it completely cured the disease skin instead of being irritated and
ana vry Diemisn ana eruption left. inflamed by acids and fiery humors,
The sores and itching so character- is nourished, soothed and made
istic of this trouble have entirely
perfect by a plentiful supply of rich,
left, and I am sound and well.
pure blood. S. S. S. Is the greatMrs. Ohas. Gill
50 Clintom St., Newark, N. J.
est of all blood purifiers and therein lies its ability to cure skin trou
bles. It cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum,
pimples, boils,
rashes and all eruptions of the cuticle. These troubles cannot remain
when the cause has been removed, and S. S. S. will certainly remove
the cause by purifying the blood. Book on Skin Diseases and
medical aovice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
acid-heat- ed

Ec-ze-

r.

ties, especially where there is no police protection afforded, should certainly be allowed to have fJerarms in
their homes, and to say that bank
of large
messengers or paymasters
mercantile establishments,
carrying
considerable sums of money or secu
rities about the streets In the ordin
ary course of business should be de
prived of the right to carry arms, puts
property of large value not In jeo
pardy but at the absolute mercy of
the criminal element.
"There has been a marked Increase
in crime, especially in the financial
district since the special police officers who were compensated by bank
ing institutions and large establishments have been deprived of itheir
sheilds and arms. It is unfortunate
that the administration has not been
able to differentiate between the pri
vate officer employed in a safe deposit vaulfc or bank and the thugs who
were formerly commissioned as special officers in dance halls and more
or leas disorderly places where fightB
are frequent and the show and use of
arms a casual incident.,
"The insurance companies have always made a marked difference In
rate in insuring funds in transit
where the messenger or guard accompanying such funds was armed;
a discount of from 25 to 50 per cent
having been allowed where firearms
were carried."
NO CASCARET

BRITISH

COLUMBIA

ELECTIONS.

Vancouver, B. C, March 27. The
electors throughout British Columbia
will tomorrow express their political
preferences and on their verdict de
pends the fate of the conservative
government, which, tinder the leader
ship of Premier McBride, has been
in office since November, 1909. The
campaign has been notably lacking
in spirit, owing to the prevailing be
lief that the Llberay opposition has
absolutely no chance of victory.
Railway extensions and a policy of
exclusion of Orientals, which Premier
McBride recently declared himself to
favor, form the chief planks of the
platform on which he expects to be
returned to power. The single tax
theory figures prominently in the
liberal platform.Among its planks
are those declaring for the abolition
of the poll tax exemption of improve
ment on all lands paying taxes to the
government, raising of exemption of
incomes to $2,000, woman s franchises,
workmen's industrial insurance and
complete prohibition of Orientals.
The socialists,
who have been
steadily increasing their strength in
many parts of the province, hope to
return several of their representatives
to the legislature.
In Vancouver,
where the socialists polled sixteen
hundred votes in the last election,
they have placed a complete ticket in
the field.

USER

EVER HAS HEADACHE

EA8TER 13 COMING.
Lent is a good time for ladles to
A 10 Cent Box Will Keep Your Liver
reflect on what kind of
hat they
are going to get for Easter. Rem em
Stomach and Bowela Clean, Pure
and Fresh for Months.
ber Mrs. Frank Strass Is arranging for
her spring opening, at which will be
Sick headache, biliousness, dizzi- displayed all the latest shapes and
ness, coated tongue, foul taste and models In the season's millinery. The
foul breath always trace them to tor- wonderful millinery display will be an
pid liver, delayed fermenting food in event of Importance. Mrs. Prank
the bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Strass, milliner, Douglas avenue.
Poisonous matter clogged in the intestines, instead of being cast out cf
R. G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat,
into the N.
the system is
J., was troubled with a severe la
blood. When this poison reaches the grippe cough.
He says: "I would
delicate brain tissue it causes conges- be completely exhausted after each
I bought a
tion and that dull, throbbing, sicken- fit of violent coughing.
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Coming headache.
pound and before I had taken it all
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purga- the coughing spells had enUrely ceastive waters force a passageway for a ed. It can't be beat' O. 0. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
day or so yes but they don't take
the poisons out and have no effect
upon the liver or stomach:
Casrsret8 Immediately cleanse and
teguinte the stomach, remove the
80';r. undigested and fermenting food
A?
and foul gases, take the excess bile
COMPOUND
from the liver and carry out of the
SxtHOI all th
decomposed wav. For over three decades a favorite
rsatter and poisons in the intev.lv household medicine for COUGHS,
and bowels.
COLDS, CROUP. WHOOPING
AlCascaret tonight will surely COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
straflghten you out by morning. They andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
worlT while you sleep
box at first
sign of a cold. Quick, safe
ftorn your druggist means inside and reliable. The Bee Hive on the
cleanliness and a clear head tor carton is the mark of the genuine.
months. Ask any of the minions of Refuse sustitutes.
Cascaret users If they ever have
0. Ok 8CHABFER
headache.
Red Cross Drug Co. ,

FOLEY'S

HONEY

TAR

PRESIDENT TAFT HA8 ACCOMPLISHED MANY NOTABLE
ACHIEVEMENTS.
1. Arbitration
treaties with Great
Britain and France.
2. Veto of Arizona statehood bill because of recall of Judges provision.
t
3. Enforcement of Sherman
law without fear or favor
4 Veto of Democratic
wool, cotton
and free list bills as unfair, unscientific and destructive of the Republican
principle of protection.
5. Abrogation of discriminating passport treaty with Russia.
6. Postal savings banks established.
7. Railroad prevented from putting
rate increases into effect wltbont approval of Interstate commerce commisanti-trus-

sion.
8. Panama canal pushed to early
completion without hint of scandaL
9.
bite Hiave traflic practically destroyed.
10. Admission of Arizona and New
Mexico to statehood.
11. Bureau of mines established to
safeguard the lives of miners.
12. American capital and labor benefited by extension of foreign markets.
13. Abolition of peonage.
14. Income tax amendment to the
constitution submitted to state legislatures for ratification.
15. Boiler inspection law passed by
congress.
10. Bond Issue to complete Irrigation
projects In the west.
17. Maintenance and extension of
open door policy In China.
1& Peace maintained In Cuba, South
and Central America by friendly
warnings and intervention.
business methods
19. Government
modernized and reformed by economy
and efficiency commission, saving mil
lions of dollars annually.
20. Nonpolitlcal methods used in taking the thirteenth census.
qui-k
21. Bucket shops and get-ric-h
concerns destroyed.
22. Parcels post recommended.
23. New treaty with Japan, eii'lina
racial controversies on the
I'sn-in-

coast.

Further extension of safety ap

24.

pliance

act

25. Postofflce

department made bsM
sustaining.
26. Canadian reciprocity.
Rejected
by Canada through fear that the I'nit-eStates would derive the benclits
27. Publication of campaign funds
and expenditures.
28. Indorsement of commission's re
port and proposed bill concerning employers' liability.
29. Reorganization of customs service, corruption eliminated, frauds exposed and punished and millions ot
dollars recovered.
to review
30. Court of commerce
findings of interstate commerce com
mission.

i

Nonpartisan tariff board to re
port on the difference In the cost of
production at home and abroad.
32. Corporation tax. yielding $30,
000,000 annually; government exami
nation of corporation methods pro
31.

vided.

33. A deficit of $58,000,000 transform
ed into a $30,000,000 surplus.
34. Nonpartisan
judicial appointments.
35. Further
control
of railroads
through extension of powers of the in-

terstate commerce commission.
36. Workingman's compensation act
brought to successful issue in the supreme court
37. Stock and bonds commission; val
uable and exhaustive report submitted
as basis for legislation.
38. Extension of civil service by ex
ecutive order.
30. Practical conservation acts.
40. Courts of customs appeals; un
dervaluations stopped.
Policies of President Taft.
1. Peace with all the world through
Just dealing and preparedness for war.
2. Neither race nor creed a bar to
appointment to office.
3. The upholding of a righteous ju
diciary.
4. Economy and efficiency, including
care of superannuated etnvloyees.
5. Penny
postage through postal
economies.

6. States' rights when not In conflict
with federal authority.
7. Extension of practical conserva
tion acts.
8. Parcels post
9. Federal incorporation act
10. Revision of currency laws and
prevention of panics.
11. Protection of American citizens
at home and abroad.
12. High standard set in federal ap
pointments.
13. Scientific study of Industrial con
ditions.
14. International
investigation of
auses of high cost of living.
15. Scientific revision of the tariff on
a protective basis through nonpartisan
tariff board.
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Tablets. Many
been permanently cured by their
For sale by all druggists.
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Did it ever strike you to look
closely into the merits of the men
behind the citizen u progressive par
t.v, and read past iu high and mighty
sounding title?
People who have the interests of
the City of Las Vegas at heart are
taxpayers. They are vitally interested in the issues, because their "all" is
niterested and will be affected by a
Some
good or maladministration.
think one way aud some ihink anto
other. We have no complaint
make with those who have honest dif
ferences of opinion.
Our warning is against the trouble
maker, the Instigator, and the man
behind'; but strange to say, who is
neither taxpayer nor producer bu
merely taking a alee living from an
unsuspecting public, and giving nothing but trouble In return.
His interest are mauy and varied
on the rM side of the ledger, how
ever. Yet having nothing' to look out
foi but thee
meals a day and a
place to sleep, he has plenty of time
to throw seeds of discord, and endeavor to run a city that was alive
and flourishing before this highly
educated gentlemen had assumed the
manly graces.
Ask yourself, Mr. Voter, if you wish
an administration dictated by such
an highly interested
party. Look
well behind the scenes for the hand
Is quicker than the eye.
0

U.I PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
With Taupert in as myor, someTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
thing in the city will be sure to adPAID FOR.
vance most likely the tax rate.
0

Advertisers are guaranteed the
Nearly every window has a translargest daily and weekly circulation parent glass in it. The citizens' protof any newspaper In Northwestern gressive nominee is no
exception to
New Mexico.
the rule. Look well into this window
and you can't fail to see the decorator
at work. It's too bad that the work
1912.
27.
MARCH
WEDNESDAY,
Is so crude.
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SHOULD THE GROUND

BE EXECUTED

REPUBLICAN

CITY TICKET.

Far Mayor DANIEL T. HOSKINS

For Treasurer
EDWARD J. McWENIE
For Aldermen
First Ward HUGH QUIGLEY
Second Ward O. M. WARD
Third Ward HARRY W. KELLY
Fourth Ward SIMON BACHARACH

LET WISHOM PREVAILare

the
Held, the voters must choose as to
who will be the safest to place In
charge of the affairs of the city. Both
Mr. Hoskins and Mr. Taupert are
good citizens and bath stand high in
jthe esteem of the people. Therefore
groodfellowship can scarcely be per
mitted to enter into the question of
electing a man for the head of the
olty government Mr. Taupert has
some very advanced ideas about city
building. He advocated paved streets
in the business district, and oiled
rat vets in the residence part of
the
town. He believes in an automobile
and many other new tangled
te
t bings.
He believes we ought to have
them whether we can afford them or
not Mr. Hosldns also believes in all
But he Is a
these" improvements.
Fucessfnl, farseeing business man and
he will be slow to plunge the city in
to debt at a time when the tax pay
t rs can 111 aford additional burdens
.isiness men who are now paying a
leavy rental for their rooms will not
tnke kindly to a raise in order to
meet additional taxation. Certainly
i
business was booming and every
i
bdy was making lots of money, the
fbSeired improvements could be made
with little inconvenience because of
the additional expense. But at this
tteie, it would seem only the part of
wisdom to select men for the city
government who will act with due regard to present conditions rather than
a man or set of men who seek to
glorify themselves by great achieve
ments at the expense of an already
sufficiently taxed people
Now that two tickets

In

HOG

Leading citizens of a Missouri town
got together the other day and put.
the groundhog on trial, says the Denver Republican. Charging that animal with being responsible for the unusual weather of the last six weeks,
the Missouriians solemly and unanim
ously voted ito execute Mr. Groundhog
on his reappearance in 1913.
This is an age of huraanitarlanlsm,
however, and even as serious an offender as the groundhog is quite likely to find clemency. Besides, there
are eminent criminal lawyers, whose
specialty is finding loopholes in laws.
It should be easy to find that, accordstatute,
ing to a
which is still on the books, a groundhog has a right to manufacture any
sort of weather he chooses.
Then
there are the magazines to call to
one's aid. A muckrake writer or two,
if iturned loose on the case, would
have no difficulty in proving that Mr.
Groundhog's case was railroaded
that while the letter of the law may
have been observed, its spirit was
violated. This creates public sentiment and public sentiment will unlock the doors for man or groundhog.
It would seem that there is a simpler way of bringing the groundhog
to a sense of his wrongdoing. Why
not adopt the recall in Missouri, and
start the game by recalling the
groundhog? Put the weasel or the
fox, or even the Missouri
"houn'
dawg," in his place, but hold the recall over the head of his sucessor. It
looks like a grand chance to vindicate the recall. If that measure is
good for anything, it ought to prove
It In the case of the groundhog, of
whose guilt there is not a shadow of
a doubt. By all means, let Missouri
recall the groundhog ere he casts another official shadow.
0

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, March 27. Cattle, receipts 6,000 Including 500 southerns;
Market steady to strong.
Native

steers $5.908.40; southern

steers

$5.607.25; southern
ers

$3.

5.0

5. 50:

cows and heifnative cows and

heifers

ers

$3.507; stackers and feed4.756.60; bulls $4.255.75;

calves $58; western steers $3,750
7.80; western cows $3.505.75.
Hogs, receipts 12,000. Market 5 to
10 cents higher.
Bulk of sales $7.50
7.75; heavy $7.707.80; packers
and bultchers
$7.657.75;
lights
7.307.65;' pigs $56.25.
15,000.
Sheep receipts
Market
o
Muttons $46; lambs $6
"A Business Administration, with steady.
Civic Improvement.'' Is It possible T Can 7.50; fed wethers and yearlings $4.50
a business administration succeed 6.60; fed ewes $35.60.
when Its head would rather experiJUDICIAL RECALL.
ment with qnesjfionable ideas than
Ariz., March '27. The
Phoenix,
adminan
such
Will
not
sound ones?
istration result as the Eighth street house bill providing ror the" recall of
the Judiciary was recommended to
r-phon did in a flszle?
pass today by the lower house of the
Q
"Pontics mokes strange bedfel- legislature, sitting as a committee of
lows," is an old saying but we imag- the whole. Ths bill purposes the sub- ine that the civic improvement bed "fflssion of the Judiciary recall meas
Kr. Hunker, Mr. ure at the next general election, Inthought so when
Vseder (of old town) and Mr. Taupert stead of at a special election July
ll provided.
becanw entangled in its sheets.
3, as the erigiBltl
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This assumption is based upon an erroneous view of international trade,
and finds no warrant whatever In
economic reasoning."
The democratic report discusses
this matter at great length, and
points out that In every country
fiere is a great range of difference

American wool and woolen Industry
under existing conditions. This Is an
error which runs practically throughout the whole report and which needs
to be considered very carefully la
order to realize the
character of the modification which it in-

in

The committee discusses at length
the conditions relating to tne production of raw wool in this country and
abroad, and, after reviewing the three
classes of wool as considered in the
bill,
report and in the Payne-Aldricthe committee says, in justification
of the bill placing a revenue duty of
20 per cent on raw wool:
"Class HI wool needs no protection,
because it is scarcely produced at all
In the United States.
"Class II wool needs no protection,
because those of our wools which
compete with It are produced at a
very low cost of production.
"Class I wools need no protection
as Indicated by actual figures of
sales. Ab shown by estimated cost
of production the needed duty would
be considerably in excess of the requirements of production in the west
that are indicated by the figures of
the board; while in the Ohio region
the industry is partly at least, Incidental to general farming and can
not be considered on the competitive
footing."
Every item in the wool schedule as
treated by the tariff board is analyzed
at length by the committee, such as
tops, noils, yarns, cloths, carpets, etc,
and the report submits that there is
nothing to justify a change from the
irates proposed in the Underwood
bill.
Regarding clothing the report says:
"There is no definite information
data, regarding the
In the board's
cost of manufacturing clothing; inasmuch as costs do not appear to
have been ascertained abroad upon
the same basis. About all that can
be said, therefore, Is that so far as
the board's Information goes, there
is no reason for increasing the tariff
on ready-mad- e
clothing above the
rate of tariff imposed upon the cloth
and material out of which such cloth
fixed
ing is made. The rate of duty
ready-mad- e
clothing
in this bill upon
was 45 per cent, which was the highest rate given upon any article provided for in the bill except carpets.
Inviting the democrats of the house
to Join them in passing the republican wool bill and "make a radical re
duction now instead of preventing a
reduction," the republican members
toof the ways and means committee
ou the minora
report
submitted
day
which
ity bill, introduced last week
about
duties
wool
the
would reduce
cent from the rates under the
40

-

cost

"In making the computations froiu
"Besides these considerations, the
which have resulted the rates as Justireport
says, "it should be noted thit
fied by the tariff board's data, the
in every country there is a great
most expensive and difficult condiof difference in cost of pro
tions indicated by the data as attend range
duction. Scarcely any commodity
ing production have been employe,
can be said to have a uniform cost
with a view to being more than Just
of production
There is more differ
In the conclusions. The necessity of
ence, as a rule, between different
to
equalize the difference factories in
protections
the same country, than
in the cost of production beyond the
there is between the best and poorest
rates carried by this bill exists in but
factories In one oountry and those jf
few instances, and these are In i.U
corresponding
grades in another.
probability the reRult of high costs
This has been amply Illustrated by
which have been presented by the
the work of the tariff board itself
hoard and used in the computations.
In Its report on pulp and paper, the
"In preparing this bill or last sesboard found little difference in monsion and H. R. 22195 of this session
ey cost of production between the
no intentional provision was made tor
United States and Canada in the best
protection, the endeavor oetng to re- mills, but it did find
very great difduce and adjust rates with a view 10
ference in expense of production beproducing the largest amount of reve- tween the best and
poorest mills In
nue consistent with the proper conthe United States. The indication
sideration of the consumer, it is
would have been, therefore, that while
that the rates of this bill approtection was not needed by the best
proach very closely, at least, to the factories in the United
Statts against
best revenue producing points, and
the Canadian, It was needed by the
that rates should, if enacted into law,
factories in
United States

permit such quantities sf imports as
will effectively
domestic
regulate
Such competition would be
prices.
an important service to the people,
as it would encourage increased consumption and production ny making
more nearly normal the conditions of
supply and demand. The report of Lhe
tariff board, so far as it admits of
conclusions, shows that the rates
which meet the consumer's needs also
sufficiently satisfy those of the producer."
After reviewing the democratic attempt of last year to secure revision
of the wool schedule and the
presidential veto, the committee
quoted
the report on the original wool bill
to the effect that "it would be trifling with the people to give further
consideration to republican counsels
of more delay in this matter."
"Notwithstanding this conviction,"
the report continues, "the democratic
majority of the house of representa
tives, impatient to respond to the
demands of the people for the speedy
revision of a schedule of Indefensible
rates, was forced to delay further effort to respond to the protests of the
American people."
The message of the president sub
mitting the report of the tariff board
and his recommendations that the
board's findings be usea as a basis
for a reduction of rates, is then quot
ed, and the committee comments:
"The committee has made a ecre-fil- l
analysis nf the report of the Writ! board 111 (,. ne. to
interpret the
fli dings ard to discover in wha:
the committee's bill of the
last session was defective, or failed
to adjust the duties in an equitable
and proper manner. This analysis
has failed to reveal anything that requires a single change in the rates
fixed in the committee's bill, and the
committee is constrained to present
again the results of its investigations
of last summer, as embodied in the
bill presented to the house at that
time.
"As shown in the analysis, the data
of the report of the tariff board have
been found to be diffuse and unsys-

tematic, to present
Insignificant
findings and, as stated to afford the
committee no valid reason for any
change In its recommendations of last
session with regard to the rates of
Schedule K."
The report of the committee further states that the tariff board's report largely consisted of a study of
what is called "comparative cost of
production of wools and manufactures of wools in various countries,
and of this It. says:
"The view, that the proper basis
for tariff duties is tound by comparing money costs of production, rests
upon the opinion that money costs
represent the relative degrees of sacrifice involved in turning out commodities of a given kind in various
countries. For instance, if it be assumed that if a given unit of a certain commodity can be produced in
Kngland at $1, or the equivalent !
that sum, while in the United States
the money expense of production is
$1 25, it Is necessary to have a tariff duty equal to the difference la
these money expenses or production,
or certainly to the difference in money expenses minus the allowance for
variations in freight rates, in order
to place the producers in the two
countries upon an equal market footing. If this Is not done, it will be possible for the producer in the country
where money expenses are lowest
to drive
out of
business the
producer In the country where1
money,
ar?
expenses
highest.

the
poorer
against the better factories in this
country, but not against those in Canada. Owing to this variation in cost
of production within tne same coun
try, it is not possible to 'compare in
absolute terms the proanctive power
of one country with that of another.
"Even If it be granted, however,
that an ascertainment of differences
in money cost of production whether
highest, average, or lowest would
furnish a guide to the proper
amount of tariff duty needed for protective purposes, the problem would
remain whether money expenses of
production could b ascertained in
such a way as to render the method
available. Experience, as well as theoretical considerations, show that this
is not the case."
The committee, averring that the
report of the tariff board "Is not a
tariff document," says on that point:
"Probably the most striking feature
of the report of the tariff board is
that it contains little with reference
to the tariff. It is primarily an analysis of the money expenses Involved
In the production and manufacture of
wool.

"Volume I of the report, containing
the message of the president, letter
of submittal,
summary of finding.",
and glossary', will undoubtedly be of
use in explaining to the public the
significance of the existing tariff and
of the terms used in it. The volum.i
probably contains little that was not.
already available to any member of
congress who chose to avail himself
of the facilities at his command. It
is essentially a clerical or library
compilation from printed sources, and
as such affords little other than its
convenient form that is of service to
the practical legislator.
"Volume IV, wages and efficiency
of labor and machinery in the United
States, treats a subect which has al
ready been exhaustively discussed by
the United States Immigration commission in reports on the woolen industry, and the tariff board undoubtedly drew upon this source. What
ever may be the intrinsic value of this
volume and however serviceable it
may be to students for reference, as
a contribution to tariff discussion at
the present time It has no value, be
cause it does not contain, or profess
to contain, comparative material on
it
efficiency in foreign countries,
deals only with American conditions
"Volume HI contains a discussion
of manufacturing costs, tops, yarn
and cloth, and ready-madclothing.
of the volume is
About
devoted to a study of ready-mad- e
clothing a subject fully covered by
the immigration commission in a re
port that has been available for some
ttme, which was prepared at gTeat
expense.
"Aooarently the chief reason for
undertaking this inquiry was the
opinion that it would thus be possible
to demonstrate the relative insignifi
cance of woolen goods as an item of
common consumption. It may be con
eluded that, so far as the question
of tariff rates on wool and woolen
colths Is concerned, that part of the
board's report which relates to ready-mad- e
clothing is largely irrelevant"
The committee charges, that the
tariff board in Its investigations proceeded upon the theory tnat maintenance of existing tariff was necessary,
stating:
"Throughout its investigation of
costs of production, the tariff board
apparently considers the maintenance
of the existing tariff.or something approximating to it, fundamental and
Thereby it adds very
necessary.
"cost" stated as repthe
to
greatly
resentative of the necessities of the
e
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MADAME SHERRY CO. (INC.)

Present the World's Greatest Musical Comedy
Offering

MADAME

SHERRY
And the Happiest Coterie of Associates Ever Assembled
Including Oscar
Flo Irwin, Marie Flynn, Lillian
Tucker, Virginia Foltz, Franklin Farnum, Wm. Cameron,
David Lithgoe and others of note.
Fig-ma-

The Famous Beauty Chorus
"Every Little Movement Has a Meaning All Its Own.'
Massive Production.
PRICES

ENTIRE LOWER FLOOR

$2.00
150

RESERVED BALCONY
GALLERY

1,00

SEAT SALE MUR.PHEYS

COAL AND WOOD

WRITE

NUT

LUMP
AND RETAIL

WHOLESAU.
rrrm.. pm V. CORDON
$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

bill.

The report, submitted by Representative Payne was signed by all
the republican members of the committee, Representatives Payne,
Needham, Long-wortMcCall, Hill,
and Fordney. "The very able
and complete report tof the itariff
board on wool was presented to the
house on the 21st of Decemoer last,"
says the minority report. "Upon the
facts in the reports, it seems they
are not able to make any changes in
their wool bill heretofore introduced.
They have apparently settled down
upon a conviction that no amount of
Information is of any avail in the
formation of a democratic tariff bill
for revenue only."
The minority members say they
have framed and Introduced a wool
bill based on the tariff board's report
and have endeavored to adjust the
rates in accordance with the doctrine
of protection by prescribing a duty
equivalent to the difference in the
cost of production at home anl
aboard as found by the board.
"In fixing the rate of duty upon
"we have
wool," says the report,
adopted the system of a specific duty
per pound upon the clean content of
the wools. The tariff board's report
shows in the most conclusive way
why an advalorem rate on wool
should not be adopted. The argument,
in brief, is, if the basic idea of the
duty on wools is to give the domestic
it
grower permanent
protection,
should remain as uniformly effective
as possible under all changes of foreign conditions."
The republicans assert that the
tariff board's report explodes "the
fiction in reference to the greater efficiency of the American laborer In
the textile industries' and proves
that "the labor cost per yard la the
United States is double that of the labor cost abroad."
Dal-sel-

l,

h
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HOMESTEAD

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.

MacMne

Whalen,

&

Co.

Fowler

Pnps

A Model Here por
Every Fig ure

$100 to $10.00

RESIDENCE

Washington, March 2 (.Che house
today passed a bill reducing from five
to three years' the period of residence
required on homestead lands before
patents are issued. It also permits
entrymen and their families to be absent from their homesteads five
monthR In each year.
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SCENE OF RIOT

MARCH 27, 1912.
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DELIVERED TO

Chicken Pot Pie

your OPTICAL work is
done at home-yo- u
sare time,
When

The Chefs Favorite
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
Some folks think that only "colored
mammies" can cook chicken, but atrial
of this famous chicken pot pie disproves
that assertion. Every member of the
family will thoroughly enjoy it.
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MINER
N. M.,
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KILLED

March 27.
Magdalena,
Seferino Garcia, a miner at the
mines, was instantly killed at
noon yesterday by being crushed under a falling bucket in the N. L T.
shaft of that company. A companion,
a man named Lang, was untouched
by the bucket.
Garcia and others were working at
the bottom of the saft, carrying pipe
back into the mine. A load of pipe
had Just been taken from the bucket
and that conveyance started toward
at the
irjhe top, when the crose-hea- d
top of the shaft broke and fell. The
crose-heamet the bucket as the latter rose and broke the cable. The
cross-hea- d
jammed crosswise in the
shaft and the bucket started for the
bottom, striking Garcia.
A coroner's jury decided the cause
of death to be an unavoidable accident at an Inquest held in the afternoon. All the employes working at
the shaft bottom were called as witi
nesses,
n

d

STRIKE STILL FEARED.
Cleveland, O., March 27. Miners
and operators of the bituminous coal
iold today still were unable to agree
on the miners' demands for Increased
wages to take effect April 1. The
efforts of both sides to reach an
agreement and thus to prevent a suspension of Che rriThes beginning next
Sunday at midnight were said to have
resulted in a continued deadlock.

Coffee

''Reaction"

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

is, like fever after a wound
the most serious part of the

trouble.

Caffetac. the drug in coffee,
"wounds" the nerves of the
body and the reaction is like
a slow, destroying fever.
Why trifle with beverages
such as coffee and tea which
contain a drug, when it is so

J.

4

M. CUNNlNQHAn,

SPRiKfJRR.

President

HOSKINS, Cashier.

LAS

W EGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

easy to find a wholesome, delightful ho beverage good for
all the family.

Lo.s Vegas Savings Bank

P05TUM
is made of whole wheat, inwhich
cluding the bran-coof
contains
the phosphate
potash (grown in the grain)
and required by Nature in
rebuilding brain and nerve
cells.

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

at

There s no

Postum.

"There's

reaction
a

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G. Hnydon
H, W. Kelly

from

D. T. Hoskins

Interest Pa.id on Deposits

Reason"
ipanv

Brttl Creek, Mich.

President
Vice President
Treasurer

J

f
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Turn judge a bub not by what be
premise to do, but by what ha has
MM. That is the only true tsM.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Judged
by thla standard has no superior. Peo
pis everwher apeak of It io the highest term of praise. For sals by all

WHAT IS THE REASON
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
dairy Is constantly gaining new customers and Is holding Its old patrons?
Because it furnishes the best, purest
and richest milk. The milk is absodruggists
lutely free from contamination, it Ii
In sterilised rooms by scienhandled
SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
milk
Very much talked but very little in tific processes. Try the Ideal's
never
will
a
change.
while
and
you
evidence except In ease of high prices
Yet In spite of the fact we have sucIN NEW YORK CITY
ceeded In getting aa excellent line of
Toe wffl find Hotel Cumberland, ai
all leather shoes for boys that Is
street,
great In value for a little money. Qroedway and Fifty-fourtlocation
ideal
an
near
Central
Park,
Prices to IS, $1.00; 13Vfc to 2. $IJ8;
Ztt to 5H. 11.50. For misses and chil- in the retail shopping and theete
district, with the subway, elsvater
dren at asms prices.
and surface oars at band. A hand
HEDGOOCKB.
some, modern, beautifully furnlshec
hotel with one of the beat restsu
NEW HATS,
It
Blandish wishes to announce rants in the city, but moderate
bath. 12.50 pei
with
Pnmni
mMm
to the ladies of Las Vegas and vicinSend for booklet Harry F
ity that our new spring millinery is day up. manager.
bow on display and the ladles are In- Stlmson,
vited to examine our stock of which
IN UNCERTAIN WEATHER
the materials are the beat and prices The safest and surest way io travel
the lowest Styles cannot be excell- Is with a horse. We carry a full line
ed. We are also prepared to exe- of
livery outfits and are prepared to
cute all orders promptly.
furnish drivers if necessary. We also
are supplied with a fine Una of good
Backache Almost Unbearable
carnages and prompt, courteous serIk an almost certain result of kidney
M. L. Coolsy, Liv- trouble. D. Toomey. 80S E. Olhe St. vice is guaranteed.
Bloomlngton. 111., says: "I suffered eryman.
"
iwlth backache and pains In my kidneys which were almost unbearable.
is NOT STRANGE
it
1 save
Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
,t lg aot grange that so many peo- at Kate Wright, Monte
caj
on Center street The bill
restaurant
not feel the effects." O. O. Schaefer
of fare Is generous and tne price is
and Red Cross Drug Co.
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals
The "Child's Welfare" movement Many people wonder how it la poshes challenged the attention of ' g,ble to gerVe gUcb e ce'lent meals bo
thoughtful people everywhere. Moth
,
ers are natural supporters, and will cceaP,T
find In Foley's Honey and Tar Com-- ;
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
pound a most valuable am. uougns
For aleeping on s poor bed. For a
nnd colds that unchecked lead to
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield fery reasonable Investment you can
ruicKiy to me neauug ana booiuius enJoy your BleepIng. n0urs as well as
nualities of Foley's Honey and Tar a millionaire. We are selling the
Compound. O. O. Schaefer and Red
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
Cross Drug Co.
before. We have many styles in the
Many suttereres from rheumatism bright and satin finish, fine mat
M,
have been surprised and delighted tresses, springs and pillows I
with the prompt relief afforded by Johnsen & Son
applying Chamberlain's Liniment Not
one case of rheumatism In ten reA Cold La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
quires any internal treatment what- Is too
often the fatal sequence, and
ever. This liniment Is for sale by
that hang on weaken the syscoughs
ell druggists.
tem and lower the vital resistance.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is a
WERE YOU PREPARED
the cough
For the sudden blizzard that Ot, reliable medicine that stops
the cause;
by healing
promptly
seended from the north Monday night? soothes the inflamed air passages,
Were your coal bins full? If not call and checks the cold. Keep always on
O. Q.
Refuse substitutes.
ii n the Cosrs Lumber company and hand.
Co.
roar fuel. Orders will be filled with-- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
n delay.
CURE THAT COUGH
use ofPenslar's Mentholatum
the
By
OVER
LENT IS NEARLY
tvheMisr ynu jeave up sweetmeats Cough Balsam. This is the best pre
for the relief
d
ng the penitential season or not paratlon on the market
takes tha,'
colds.
It
and
of
to
coughs
on
Raster
wil
be
Sunday
glad,
y
v your tatste with Potters' fa-- tight feeling out of the chest and re
Candles appro- Iieves inflamed throats and lungs. For
confections.
ia
priate to the season are in stock in sale only at Schaefer's Pharmacy,
large asortment. You can find any Opera House block.
kind of Easter novelty. The best of
GD EATER LAS VEGAS
it all is that they are pure as well as
Can be made a beautifel city at
delicious. The assortment of candy
Raster eggs will delight the kiddles night as well as by day by th liberal
use of electricity. Those merchants
DO YOU KNOW WHY
who already have Installed electric
The Lobby Is such a popular meet- signs have been more than pleased
ing place for men? The answer is with the result Their places of buseasy. It handles the best wines and iness have been made so attractive
liquors for sale in Las Vegas and is that the volume of trade has Increased
in a convenient location, on the corner materially. Electric slgrs are cheaper
opposite the Santa Fe station. A big than you imagine. See us for figures.
line ot the best cigars in always in The Las Vegas Light and Power comstock. LauDach & Benjamin, proprie-tor- pany.
-
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HER LUCK NOT ALL DESERVED
Printed Prayer Responsible for Re
turn sf Pocketbook Only
There by Accident.

The Missing
Suitcase
"I know you had a perfectly delightful time at your house party,"
said the girl who was calling.
"Indeed, we did," ssid the hostess.
"It is too bad that you could not be

there."
"I was
because I had
to miss it. But tell me everything.
I want particularly to hear about the
girl your brother Is engaged to."
She's the dearest
"Oh, Alice.
thing!"
"Nice looking?"
"She's a dream! Tall and slender
heart-broke-

n

and willowy."
"One of the staid and
dignified
type?"
"Not at all. That was what w
feared, but she's nothing of the Bort.
I laughed
so much during the week
she was here that It I never laugh
again I can't complain that I haven't
had my share."
"You might pass round some of the
fun."
"Well, you know it is not a long
journey here from Middle Junction
where Alice lives, so she decided not
"
to bring a trunk
'Not bring a trunk?"
"No, she decided to put everything
in her brother's suitcase."
"But what in the world can a girl
get Into a suitcase?'
"You would be surprised to know
all that Alice got Into that suitcase.
It must have been as big as a box

car."

She had bees paying visits most of
the afternoon, aad on reaching home
and putting sway her wraps she discovered that her cardcase was mlss- ng. In It had been a dollar or two,
her cards and a certified check for
S200, which she bad Intended to deposit, but had been too late for her
bank.
"Heavens," she exclaimed, "shall I
ever Bee it again?" and sat down in
her despair to think over everywhere
she had been and might have left it
Suddenly the telephone bell rang.
"Are you Miss Blank, and have you
lost anything?" inquired the person at
the other end.
"Yes; I have just discovered the
loss of my cardcase."
"What was in It?" said the voice.
"My cards, some money, a certified
check for $200, and, oh, yes! a little
prayer on a slip of paper. Did you
see that?"
"Yes," said the voice; "I picked the
case up. And Just let me tell you
that it was that prayer that has
brought your property back to you."
The cardcase owner heaved a sigh
of relief and thought how lucky It
was for her that a Catholic friend had
slipped the little printed prayer into
her cardcase last summer.
PROBLEM

FOR THE SCIENTIST

down.

Measurements have shown that on a
clear sunny day the sun transmitted
to the earth energy which corresper
ponded to about
acre. At present all that is practically wasted. Attempts have from time
to time been made to utilize this enormous supply of energy, but not with
any great measure of success. If people only knew how to harness It they
could, at the expense of lowering the
temperature of the earth by a degree
or so, obtain all the power necessary
to perform the work of the world. Only
of the energy sent to
about three-fifth- s
the earth from the sun is appreciable
to the eye as light. If the sun were
s
would
twice as hot as it is,
be appreciable in that way, and if it
were still hotter the whole of the energy would affect the eye as light.
Radiant energy is not heat; that is,
the energy ot the sun does not reach
the earth in the form of heat. It is
not heat at all until it falls on bodies
whose temperature can be raised. It
might rather be called electricity; In
fact, It is a form of electricity, for all
the methods used to detect and measure radiant energy depend upon absorbing it and transforming it into

!

four-fifth-

'

Ontario St, Roa
chester, N. T., has recovered from
long and severe attack of kidney trouble, his cure being due to Foley Kidcase,
ney Pills. After detailing his
he says: "I am only sorry I did not
learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
Jn a few days' time my backache
ompletely left me and I felt greatly
improved. My kidneys became stronger, dizzy spells left me and II was
feel
no longer annoyed at night
100 per cent better since using Foley
Kidney Pills." O. G, Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
C. A. Glossner,

24

The value of getting good goods at
the store where price meets purse.
In selecting anything from our complete and up to date jewelry stock
remember that you are assured of
wares that are of guaranteed excel
lence. We have built up the business of our store by pleasing every
patron and making of every patron
an advertiser. We manufacture beau
tiful filigree jewelry. Sabino Lujan,
Bridge street.

LOOK AND READ!
I have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet

new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring- season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship. Trimmings of the best New York
styles all the time.
-

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor
RETAIL PRICES
lbs.
More, Cash Dsshwiy
LOW lbs. to USB she, lee Delivery
OSS the. ts 1,069 lbs, lash Delivery
M tea. to SSS Iba. Each Delivery
Lose Than St Iba, Baoti Delivery

AGU

A

Ms per
He per

Its

lbs.

1SS Ike.

SSs per US lbs.
40s per MS Iba
60s per 10S iba

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office

701

Douglas Avenue.

THE

CtMJL

CHAPMAN
!

9

i

COLUMN
RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

w

ADVER-

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All
advertis:menta
charged
will be booked at space
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

MAIN

Inquire

2.

"Yes, while she had slept in her
seat someone had deliberately taken
her suitcase and climbed off at one
of the way stations with it. You
should have seen her when she arrived for a week's visit with no
clothes but those she stood In and
with no baggage but a dozen oranges
and a bundle of gifts. She was

n

TaMsTiBy

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Suit
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bow en.
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Phone Main 329, 120
Secretary.
Grand avenue

RAN8FORD

class seamstress.
Third street

For Rent
A six room
furnished
house or will rent rooms for light
housekeeping. 1022 Fourth street,
or phone Main 345.

FOR RENT

Three furnished rooms.
Douglas avenue.

FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
Fourth street.
FOR RENT 3 rooms for
housekeep
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.

a?

LODGE

DORADO

KNIGHTS

OF

i

-

aL-

-.

ATTORNEYS
&

HUNKER

Chester

NO

I, Las Vegas,

A.

Hunku

Law.
New Mex

PHYSICIANS
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
E. Liebsch-nieI treat all kinds of diseases,
but
Cha n e e 1 1 o r
Commander. Harry make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
Martin, Keeper of throat, and the fitting of glasses
Phones: Office, Main 46; Resident
Records and Seal.
Vegas 343.
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
705 Sixth Street
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
Chas.

r,

FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
LOCAL TINE CARD
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
B.
welcome.
E.
Gehring,
cordially
EAST BOUND
J. T. Buhler, secretary;
FOR SALE Modern house, best lo- president;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
cation in city. Inquire of owner,
No. 2. .
9:10 p. m
9:16 p.
1015 Eighth street).
No. 4.. .11:06 p m.
11:10 p. a
E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 545,
1:26 a. m
No. 8.. . 1:16 a. m
I. O. of B B. Meets every first
FOR SALE 1000 acres land situated
No. 10.. . 1:46 p. m
2:10
p. m
two miles south of El Porvenlr, N.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
M. All enclosed by a four wire
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
WE8T BOUNu
fence Three springs affording a o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
1:20 p. m
No. 1
1:46 p. n
invited
Isaac Appel,
good supply of water. Good crops
cordi:.Uy
No. 3
6:10 a m
6:16 p. u.
Secraised every year regardless of rain,
Charles
President;
Greenclay,
No. 7
4:40 p. m...
4:50 p. n
sufficient for the maintenance of
retary.
No. 9
6:35 p. m
7:00
p. m
three families. Its actual value, $10
per acre, but will sell for $6.00 per
0. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
acre if taken at once.
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
1.
Address,
Meets every Monday evening at
Alargarite Romero, Las Vegas, or
Partly by driving blood from the
their haU on Sixth street. All visit
surface and congesting the kidneys,
El Porvenir, N. M.
ing brethren cordially invited to at- and partly by throwing too much work
tend. J . D. FridenstJne, N. G.; upon
them. Foley Kidney Pills
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood, strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
the urinary organs and restore the
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; normal
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevaction of the bladder. They
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
are tonic in action, quick in results,
ens, Humboldt Kan.
try them. O. (i. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second a
fourth Tuesday evening of ea
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
SHOULD BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visits won its great reputation and exten.
sive sale by its remarkable cures of
brothers are cordially Invited.
Childish Mind, Groping In Darkness,
coughs, colds and croup. It can be
Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D
Is Craving for Information That
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
It.
Is Denied
Condon, Secretary.
druggists.

For Seie

.

Slg-mun- d

'aa'

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has pnoai
at office and residence.

Attorneys st

PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday eve
ning in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

Gr-H-

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice
PHONE

ttw--

MAIN
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

Chl-rng-

"I

4,

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

Et

FOR RENT

1108

t

LODGE NO,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
A F
..NO. 804. Meets second and fonts
A. m. Regular
muni cation first and
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Fionas

8

First
902

BUSINESS' DIRECTORY

AND

building Visiting members are cer
third Thursday in seek
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, Q. K.J
month- - Visiting broth
E. P. Mackel, F. a
invited.
cordially
N. O. Herman, W. at;
. R.
Murray,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet in the forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the WofM
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
hall, on the oeuond and fourth FriKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
day of each month at 8 p m. C. CUj
ular conclave second TuesG. Laemmle, Clerk. VWt
Consul;
day in each month at Ma
lng neighbors are especially W
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
come and cordially invited.
Boucher, & C, Chaa. Tanme. Re
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at WoodLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
man hall.
Visiting Brothers corARCH
M80N8 Regular convoca
dially Invited to attend. A. M.
tion first Monday in each
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Secmonth at Masonic Temretary.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; F. O.
DENTISTS.
Blood, Secretary.

Wanted
WANTED

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

Loans of Honor.
Tip never had a mite of patience
with the fellow who looks with such
reverence on a debt of honor. As a
rule the debt of honor chap doesn't
fret a bit about bilking his grocer. But
an experiment with "loans of honor"
put in the right places has shown
the average person is honest. Several
years ago public spirited men "got together" at Lyons and formed what
tragedy personified."
Well I should think so!"
they called a Loan and Honor society.
The purpose was to furnish money to
When we had heard fcll about the clerks, laborers and apparently to any
suitcase I took Alice up to her room poor and needy persons. No other seto fix up as best Bhe could, and there curity than the borrower's word was
money was lent to
was barely time to get ready for din- asked. In 1910-1of these
ner. But she said she would just curl 384 individuals. Sixty-eigof
her hair a little and wash her .face, were women. All bpt twenty-seveand make her traveling dress do until the borrowers were married. Sickness
she could send home or do some made 119 of the loans necessary; loss
So I sat down while she of work, 83; previous debts, 84, and
shopping.
Every trace of useful information
was preparing herself before the starting housekeeping, 27. The sums is carefully concealed from the very
Durglass. The first thing she said was: borrowed varied from $6 to $60.
young child. A rattle, or at most a
Oh, dear! My curling iron is in the ing its several years of existence the rubber doll, is its only plaything. As
society has lost only $200. Yes, the it grows older It is very slowly and
suitcase!' "
average person Is not a thief. New gradually introduced to the various
"How provoking!"
"Wasn't it? But I said: 'Never York Prese.
forms of the animal kingdom. Of the
mind. You can curl your hair with
mysteries of numbers and of lan
my iron.'
guages it has as yet no conception
"Solid Gold."
'At that a sudden thought struck
Its constant questions are for the
term
the
Commercially speaking,
her and she fell back on the bed and
most
part answered "humorously"
solid gold" is a misnomer, since
screamed with laughter."
and hence incorrectly, or they are not
for
used
not
been
has
such
many,
gold
"hu
"What was it?"
Some of the ancient Ro- answered at all. This eternal
"That was what I wanted to know. many years.
of all.
Why
man Jewelry and some of that of the mor" is most galling
Ir
When I approached her she reached
made should a human infant be such an
for me and pulled me down on the Renaissance period was, indeed, with resistible joke? The lower animals
of
gold, worked up by hand
bed with her and cried:
'Jennie, I thepure
crudest of tools, but since the old take their young seriouslya and train
can't curl my hair! ' "
them from the start with very defi
"
days there has been a constantly In nite
not?' I asked her.
'Why
purpose in view. Yet their posthe
of
"
alloys, for
employment
'Because,' she gasped, 'my hair is creasing
sibilities are infinitesimal as comthat
found
the
reason
that
jewelers
In the suitcase, too!'
was rendered by good pared with those of the average baby.
"We just clung to each other and harder the gold
enjoy the
the greater its wearing quali And we sit calmly by and insist
that
laughed until mother heard us and alloys
and
childhood
of
"humor"
came running to see what it was all ties and the more secure, therefore, the child is enjoying itself also, even
of the gems it conwas
the
setting
about. Then when we told her she
tained. Nowadays jewelry is of 18, though its little soul may be thirsting
screamed with laughter, too.
for information which is laughingly
de"It broke down all barriers of re- 14 or 10 carats, according to the
denied it. And we continue to put
of
and
the
article,
serve between Alice and us and we sign and character
off
the Inevitable day when the child
it is much more frequently ten than
o
had a perfectly lovely time."
will have to take life seriously and
carats.
eighteen
Daily News.
hence, according to our tradition,
sadly.
Interest In Fossil Beds.
Youthful Musical Genius.
One Important point which Is quite
The fossil beds of the west that
Rennes, a sleepy Brittany town, overlooked by the upholders of the
have furnished such wonderful spec! which is known in contemporary his- brainless child Is the fact that nonmens of gigantic animals of former tory chiefly because the second Drey- sense and silliness are just as taxing
ages, such as, for Instance, the diplo- - fus court-martiwas held there, has to the infant mind as useful informadocus, replicas of which have recently recently discovered in its midst a tion would be. It requires no more
been placed on exhibition in several musical prodigy.
A local professor mental effort to realise that A Is A
of the great European museums, some vouches for this
Toung than to grasp the extraordinary fact
discovery.
times yield fossils, which, if not so Rene Qulllou is aged seven. He is not that a mass
of brownish softness is
as
the
saurian
mentioned
great
large
only a virtuoso on the piano; he Is al- a "fuisy ittle Teddy bear, yes it is."
above, are nevertheless of paramount so a composer. He possesses ear to a In fact, the letter A has a distinct adInterest to men of science.
During remarkable degree, and distinguishes
And at a more advanced
the summer of 1909, the remains of every note in symphonic music. Ac- vantage.
is certainly less puzzling to be
it
age
several fossil turtles were collected by
cording to the master, he hears music told that five and five make ten than
members of the United States ge
inwardly. He composes for voices and to have one's own respectable pink
logical survey, and from a study ef Instruments without making use of toes described as a series of pigs gothese Prof. O. P. Hay has been able
instrument whatever,
writing ing to market or entering into the vato describe eight new species of fossil any
of life.
down melody and accompaniment on rious other activities
turtles from west of the one hundredth to the
in Harper's Weekly.
paper.
Spaeth
meridian.
"Mercy!"

1

stop and consider

--

CAft

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBi

SHORT ORDERS AND RE8ULAR DINNERS

A.

WANT!

Utll-Ize-

"There was not enough room in the
rack over her head for all her belongings, but she turned one of the seats
over and piled most of her plunder
on the seat opposite her. The suitcase she slid in between the two
seats which were back to back. After
a while she leaned her head on something and went to sleep.
"Well, when Alice's train pulled
into the station Alice woke up, put on
her hat and gathered together her
thousand and one belongings, then
she reached In between the two seats
for her suitcase, and withdrew her
hand full of empty air. She stopped heat
over and looked the suitcase was
gone

A A.

How May the Energy of the Sun, at
l
Present Largely Wasted, Be
to Advantage?

The enormous energy which is constantly poured out by the sun is almost past the comprehension of the

THE

THE OPTIC

lay mind.

"Didn't you see it yourself?"
"Indeed I didn't. That is the part
that Is so funny. She sent the suitcase over to the checking room at the
railroad station and then she went
around and gathered up the other
stuff she wanted to bring. There was
an armful of gifts for the children
and things of that sort. Then she
thought she would bring a dozen
oranges. So when she climbed aboard
the train, with her cloak and her um
brella and her oranges and her suitcase, she was pretty well loaded

Hit.

Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
of those who

MIGHT BUY

the particular thing-i-

s

anion all
worth most.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

.
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equips
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Are You Going to Make Redaction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Caii Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. $ t$?

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
ways be Obtained of The Optic.

At

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X X

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIM 2.

f
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Miss CHEER UP

Try

The White Kitchen for the best
meals In fhe city (or 25c.

LIQUID VENEER
She Dusts, Gleans and Polishes With one Sweep.
A Money, Time and Temper Saver, for all
kinds of furniture. Wood work, Hard wood floors,
Brass Bedsteads, or any surface you want renewed, refined, polished, cleaned or dusted. It
carries away all dirt and leaves the surface Clean,
Pure and Sanitary, with a beautiful high glossy
finish.

Sizes, 25c, 50c and $1.00 Bottles
AT

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Are You Thinking

ABDUTI EASTER

DINNER
A

SWIFT'S PREMIUM HAM
Better Than Turkey.

H. STEARNS,

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN
WEBER

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK
hill Line of

THE PLAZA

SADDLES
SEEDS

VEHICLE

HARNESS

X

IMPLEMENTS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Subscribe for The Optle
No Experiment-t- he

Years of Study
embodied

result of Forty

and Experience is

in Chase

&

Sanborn's

The White Kitchen for cleanliness
and good service. Oysters any style.
Open day and night. Opposite Harvey

From a Strictly
Sanitary Point

sider these reasons:

First. We launder your
clothes in clean, sanitary surroundings.
Second. We launder them
by a process that is scientific
cally perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
your clothes.
Third. You know when
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays none of
these affect it.
Fifth. It costs you little
more.
Try us.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

Santa Fe Station Agent and Mrs.
D. L Batchelor have rented one of
the flats in the Wells Fargo building
and have moved in.

PRESSING

DAMAGE CLAIMS.

Washington, March 27. Owing to
the failure of the Mexican government to adjudicate
the claims of
American citizens killed or wounded
on United States territory by bullets
fired across the international boundary line in the recent Madero revoluwill be held betion, conferences
tween Huntington Wilson, acting secretary of state, and Texas representative in congress to determine upon
a course of action. The house for
eign affairs committee today gave Its
sanction to such conferences. Chair
man Sulzer saidi the committee would
act on the matter next Wednesday.

WRITE
PHONE,

Fresh Seeds? All Kinds Just In

three representatives to the national
convention and to this the Denver
leaders finally agreed rather than
take the issue before the convention
where the Roosevelt supporters with
approximately 270 delegates, would
hold the balance of power.
The compromise provided that dele
gates at large were to be presented
to the convention for ratification,
as follows:
United States Senator
Simon Guggenheim, Crawford Hill and
A. M. Stevenson of Denver; T. H.
of Pueblo; J. F. McDonald of
Leadville, Jefferson Farr of Walsen-burg- ;
Irving Howbert of Colorado
Springs and A. H. Parrish of Lamar.
Early today the prospects were that
Senator Guggenheim would head the
delegation.
De-vin- e

PERRY ONION & SON 1

121

Slav of
VtGAl

er

rv

OnlyRegals
Are Made In

MkM&;S)M

Quarter-Size- s

,m

$350 $400
$500

Models In

Our Latest

afford

you exclusive custom style as wrH a', perfect custom fit
are built on advance mode ls designed by
celebrated New York, London and Paris bootmakers for this season's
wear. Come in and try them on.

Our new Regal Oxfords

M. GREENBERGER.
WW

THE

Bid Fight is on Between

the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising

II

Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
r
d., i.i.. ritrsiucill
icijciauu ivaiiuiun

HaPett Reynolds Cashier
'Erie HokeAsst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

Davis Vice President

H

The Last Week of

Special Sale
--

ON-

BROOMS
We offer you bargains on the

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
.

Capital,

$100,000

No. 7
No. 6

55c
45c
40c

No. 25

"35c

Now

75o

Now
Now
Now

BSo

Now
Now
Now

$35,000

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Furniture That "Qlidders"
"AH that gliddert is not gold," says Mr. Dinkelspiel, "but if it
does glidder, you can bet id aind't mud."
You can apply Mr. Dinkelspiel's logic to furniture.
You can't be sure that a beautiful table or chair with
good lines
and careful finish is everything it pretends to be.
But you can be sure it won't jar your nerves
every time you
come into the room.
And the man who can be trotted to put good lines into furniture
can generally be trusted as to materials.
Every article in this entire store is guaranteed as to materials
and the designs can be trusted.

J.

Famous LEE BROS. Brooms
Fynelyte
Daisy Lee 75c
65c
Excelo

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

C.

Johnsen

& Son

50 O

45o

3Bo

30o
2So

enough ballots ready In time for the
election.
A new primary In New York city,
it is estimated, would cost something
like 1160,000, since ballots costing
$70,000 would have to be reprinted
and the whole election machinery

March

27.

Admiral c. B. T. Moore,
recently
from the command of
the
naval (training station on Yerba
Buena
Island, sailed on the steamship
Chiy0
Mam today en route to
he Philin.
Pines, where he is to become
eo
mandant of the naval station
at Cartta
and Olongapo.

The ladles of the Christian
church
give a Cafeteria supper
Friday '
Read March 29 in the Coors
buildln,

ADMIRAL MOORE TO CAVITE

San Francisco,

I

three-quart-

er

1

.

BOUCHER'S
Vczu

Iff

This it an exclusive feature of Regal Shoes, to which
we want to call the attention of everybody in thu town.
la addition to the usual half and full sizes, Regals come in
sizes in between.
and
the
This gives you just double the number of
fittings found in oilier shres, and means all the
difference between a near-f- it and an exact fit.

New York for Taft.
New York, March 27. Delegates to

AT

us your name lor a copy of our Spring
Price List oi Seeds, Plants, Bulbs etc.
507 Sink Streti

(Continued From Page One

Thrifty

or

CO. STORE,

SIZES

DORSEMENT TO TAFT

the republican national convention,
favoring the nomination of Theodore
Roosevelt, were defeated at New
York state primaries in every district
where they opposed candidates designated by the regular republican organization and claimed by the followers of President Taft. The Taft campaign managers declared today at
least 83 of New York's 90 delegates
would go to Chicago favoring the
president's renomination. This estimate included the four delegates at
large to be chosen at the state convention on April 9. The remaining
seven delegates were designated by
the regular district organizations, but
are conceded to Colonel Roosevelt.
Colonel RooBevelt lost the only two
fights his supporters made upstate"
and returns from the 15 contested districts in New York city and Long Island gave his opponents a plurality
averaging more than two to one.
Colonel Roosevelt's supporters now
are expected to concentrate their attention on the state convention in
an effort to peevent the Taft men
from sending to Chicago an instructed
delegation. The primary law In operation yesterday did not permit specific instructions of the delegates at
the time they were elected.
The leaders concede that the action
of the New York delegation will be
influenced by the results in other
states that hold primaries or conventions during the interval before the
New York convention. The Roosevelt
campaign managers confined their
statements to declarations i yarding
the confusion that neigned in New
York City from the failure to deliver
an adequate number of ballots. Former Judge Charles H. Dueil, chairman of the Roosevelt citizens' committee, and Chairman Koenig of the
republican county committee, both declared they would appeal to Governor
in New
Dix for a second primary
York City.
Roosevelt partisans charged tne
failure to provide ballots in all districts to the machinations of their opponents. The organization men, on
the other hand, united with the printers in attributing the situaion to the
court action brought by the Roosevelt
forces in their unsuccessful attempt
to have the names of their delegates
at the head of the ticket. This,
Miss Minnie Thompson, owner of printed
the printers say, delayed their work
the Thompson Curio store on Sixth
a week and the monumental nature
street, has sold the establishment to of the task made It impossible to get
O. R. Moran. Mr. Moran was formerly of Houston, Tex., and has been in
Ij&s Vegas but a short time.

Seal Brand Coffee you can get it only
at THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

COLORADO GIVES EN

House.

t
Indies' Aid society of the First
church will meet Thursday after-onoat 2 o'clock with Mrs. B. F.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Coddington at her home, 1014 Elev. ,
in the wood.
enth street.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of conn.
The White Kitchen for the best
800 PAIR8
pastry, palatable home made bread
and good butter.
American Lady $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00
Oxfords, Pomps and Sandals, A, B.
While making her way down into and C widths, all sizes and styles, all
the canyon at Romeroville this morn go at one-hal- f
price for two weeks
ing, Miss Edith Schoeny, who with a only.
party of young people had ridden
ROMERO MERC. CO
horseback to the canyon, slipped on
a loose rock, spraining her ankle and
The Las Vegas Mica company has
Miss installed its machinery' in the plant
badly bruising hwr back.
Schoeny's friends came to her assist- cast of the Santa Fe '.racks in the
ance, but it was found that she would old power house. Machines for stamp
be unable to ride home and a car- ing washers have been set up and the
at
riage was procured from C. P. Ham- workof filling orders will begin
mond of Romeroville. The young cnce. A Ave hone power motor will
people had tied their horses at the furnish the power for the macnio.es
top of the canyon and were climbing I'wight Farnum, engineer of mlnns,
down to the river, some distance be- who has been consulting engine- - to
low. The
rock on which Miss George E. Lynch, general managor of
Schoeny stepped moved and she fell tiie company, has completed the work,
several feet, twisting her ankle and required of him and will leave Satur
striking her back against a rock. It day for California.
Is not thought that her injuries are
Porfirio Cordova, who was arraignserious. Those in the horseback party
to Romeroville were Miss Carrie ed before Judge D. R. Murray several
Greenberger, Miss Clara Robbins, days ago charged with horse stealing
Miss Allci but was released on producing a bill
Miss Elizabeth
Coors,
of sale, has been rearrested and will
McVeagh Miss
Coors, Miss Gladys
be held in the county Jail until the
Edith
Chella Van Petten, Miss
case is investigated further. Cordova
of
A.
R.
Marwick,
secretary
(Schoeny
claimed that he purchased horses,
Y. M. C. A., Leslie Swallow and Will
which Pete Roth charged had been
Lord.
stolen from him, from Jose Gomez of
Loma Parda, A warrant was issued
of
Onion
and
Son,
proprietors
Perry
for
him and Deputy Sheriff F. R. Gue- the Las Vegas Green Houses, have
rin
was sent to make the arrest. He
to
in
the
issued
their many patrons
Meadow City a complete catalogue found Gomez to be a blind and feeble
and price list of the seeds, plants and man, seemingly Incapable of commitInflowers on sale by them. This year ting the offense charged. Guerin
the
case
visited
vestigated
further,
these florists are handling an unusual
Justice of the Peace Manuel Monto-ya- ,
ly attractive line of flower and vegeby whom the bill of sale was signtable seeds, which they put up themed and who, it is said, denied having
In
the
selves
stamp
packets bearing
Some of signed the paper and stated that it
of Perry Onion and Son.
these seeds have been grown here by was a forgery. On his return to Las
Onion and the others are the best Vegas, Deputy Guerin met Cordova
The
obtainable. This is the first year the and placed him under arrest.
Las Vegas Green Houses have put case will be again brought before
Judge D. R. Murray tomorrow morn- up seeds, though they have been in
business a number of years. They ing.
have made a study of the conditions
in this section of the country and are
The Sells-FIot- o
circus special train
well able to recommend flowers best of 26 cars arrived in Las
Vegas this
suited to this climate. The same is l' morning at about 9 o'clock and for
true with vegetable seeds as some he purpose of feeding and
resting the
thrive in this country better than horses and animals, spent the day
others. The catalogue, which Is from here. A horse tent, a grub tent and
The Optics job department, also con- several others were pitched east of
tains a complete list of plants, bulbs the Santa Fe tracks, and most of the
Onions animals, were unloaded from
and cut flowers in season.
the cars.
carry a complete line of house ferns The circus cars and tents were visitand fresh cut flowers at all times.
ed by most of the people of Las Ve
gas from babies in long dresses to
The White Kitchen, short orders the
grandparents of these same little
during regular meal hours.
kids and especially among the boys
and girls the event was the cause of
much excitement. The train left Las
Vegas at about 6 o'clock for Albuquerque where it opens the season
of 1912. The circus is booked for a
trip of 4,00n miles. Prom Albuquerque it will travel through New Mex
ico Into Arizona and on to the coast,
you will do well to send your
going east by the northern route.
family washing to us. ConBaj-tia-

THE GREAT POLISHER AND CLEANSER

J.

ciram of Old Taylor bourbo:,
Bar.

'he Opera

Demonstrating in our Window

LET US SUGGEST

.
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For picture framing, go to the Variety shop at 703 Douglas avenue,
nest to Agua Pura company.

LOCAL NEWS

See the Little Demonstrater

WEDNESDAY,

